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BI1EEN DESCRIBES

of the dynamite in Breen's rooms, but
denied that he knew the packoges

Daily Maxim

MAY 21,

is Natural for Failure to Hate Suc-

cess
j

CITY

1913.

EDITION

v.uiiio wtie exuuutieu.
ELOPING COUPLE STOPPED.
isi'oUitt,
New York,
May 21. A
special
augiy, bfcizea the woman by
tne nun, ana, drawing ,1ns Kniie, pro-- j
board of Inquiry at Ellis Island took
contained dynamite. He declared
leeUua to cut oil a tew Iocks as a
thai Kr'eeu told him only that it was
up today the case of Carlos Domm-guean attache of the Mexican conXhe
leiuciniifauce ot the occasion.
"juice."
woman objected to the tree Haircut
sulate at Paris during the Diaz adFrederick K. Atteaux a dye manu- land had the mutter investigated by
with Wil
ministration, ana a pretty young womjfacturer and
Ham Wood of the American Woolen
an companion, who were detained m
tne grand jury. Seguia pleaded
their stateroom when the steamship
Company in the dynamite conspiracy
Kaiser Wilhelin II docked 'late yesupon the recommendation o District
trial, aired John J. Breen, Lawrence
David j.
undertaker, to "plant" explosives in
terday. They were on the ship's
Judge
Attorney ward,
buildings occupied by the striking tex CHAIRMAN SIMMONS OF SENATE manifest as man and wife, but on the TWO TRUE
RETURNED Leahy accepted tne plea, oegura was PRESIDENT GIVES REPRESENTABILLS
title opeatives, according to Breen, - FINANCE COMMITTEE
sentenced to serve 30 days in the
strength of a cablegram from Paris
AGAINST SLAYER OF SHERSO
TIVE WHO WILL TALK ON
who testified for the state today.
woman
was a
the
young
saying
jail. The sentence was suscounty
ANNOUNCES TODAY
IFF'S ADOPTED SON.
ALIEN LAWS A "HUNCH."
Atieaux, the witness said, gave him
Segu-r- a
daughter of a Parisian, who had
pended during good behavior.
?00u before the dynamite was placed
eloped, they were not permitted to
always has, oorne a good reputaand made a second payment of ?200 NO
MORE
TRIAL
COMPLAINTS land.
SET FOR TOMORROW tion, and the court showed him len- TO
AVOID
NEGOTIATIONS
some time later. Breen testified that
The young Mexican, when-- ' questioniency for this reason.
lie said to Atteaux: "If I were fight
culmiSo far no criminal cases have been
ed, admitted the trip was the
THAT MANU- nation of a romance and that the girl ATTORNEYS
FOR THE DEFEND- tried before a
ing those fellows (meaning the strik- IT IS ANNOUNCED
jury. Tnis is due to THE EXCHANGE OF NOTES BEBE
FACTURERS
WILL NOT
was not his wife. It was thought
ANT, HOWEVER, WILL TRY TO
TWEEN JAPAN AND AMERIthe fact that several malefactors
ers) I would fight them by their own
methods. '' Atteaux,
he said asked
were sent to the penitentiary since
GET CONTINUANCE.
HEARD AFTER TUESDAY
probable that he would be permitted
CA TO BE IGNORED.
him it ho. liteaiu uyiitiuitio and he
to land, but that the girl would be
the November term of court through
i
or anything
sen back to her mother on the next
"!.;yuaiime
the provisions of the law which alIS
BE
WILL
else."
CAUCUS
CALLED boat. The pair were on their way BR1T0
PUT ON TRIAL lows them to plead guilty after waiv- JAPANESE
AFRAID
CF US
Krnesi. Pill mail of Andover, a buildto Mexico City.
ing the rights of investigation by a
er who committed suicide when the
CASE OF MAN ACCUSED OF BEAT- grand jury and a trial by jury. Thus THEY THINK AMERICAN
DEMOCRATS
THE
OF
UPPER
IDEAS
NO MORE MASS MEETINGS.
grand jury began it
investigation,
several criminal cases that ordinarING FELIPE SALAS CALLED
WILL
HOUSE
PASS UPON THE
WILL
CORRUPT
WONTHEIR
v.as named by Breen as the person
21.
no
was
There
Chicago, May
ily would have occupied several days
THIS AFTERNOON.
COMPLETED BILL
who delivered the dynamite to Breen
DERFUL CIVILIZATION.
"mass meeting" of witnesses for the
and cost the county hundreds of doland to Dennis J. Collins, the third
International Harvester company tolars were disposed of within 4S hours
defendant, who yesterday turned
Two indictments
were returned and with practically no cost
21. President
Washington, May
Washington, May 21. Democratic day. This was developed as succeedstate's evidence.
Otto Holm, a resident, of Wagon Wilson today sent for Representative
members of the senate finance com- ing witnesses were asked by Edwin this morning by the grand jury
On
the witness mittee today decided to hear no P. Grosvenor, representing the gov- against Ramon Garcia, who shot and Mound, yesterday
was granted his Sisson of Mississippi and urged him
t
declared he never had conspired with n.ore manufacturers on the schedules ernment in the
suit, if they killed Gabriel Gal'iegos, adopted sou final naturalization papers after an not to make any speecii that would
Wood, Atteaux or Pittman to injure of the Underwood bill after next had attended such a meeting.
Mr. offend the sensibilities of Japan, llr.
of Sheriff Roman Gallegos, at San examination before the court.
any person or property. Breen said Tuesday, and then to begin the actual
A large number of implement Jose a short time ago. The first in Holm, who is a native of Germany, is Sisson, who recently made a "war
he had a conversation with Atteaux work of
dealers from Indiana, Michigan and dictment charges
Garcia with the now a successful New Mexico ary speech," had given notice of his Inrevising the bill.
after the dynamite had been placed.
Chairman Simmons was authorized Illinois testified as to the percentage murder of Gallegos. The second ac- farmer.
tention to speak in the house Friday
"I asked him," said the witness. to make that announcement and he of sales of International Harvester cuses him of
Thus far the court has taken up no on the legal phases of the Japanese
unlawfully discharging
"If Mr. Wood knew anything about issued the following statement:
company machines as compared with a pistol within the limits of a settle- civil cases other than the reading of alien land question.
He had a 2
the matter and he said that he did
.
"The democratic members of the other makes.
ment
the civil docket with the setting of minutes' conference 'with the presinot."
finance committee of the senate deGarcia was arraigned Immediately causes for trial. It is likely that civil dent, during which, however, he asin the sured Mr. Wilson that he would not
"SA.N TONE" CELEBRATES.
sire that all persons who wiBh to confollowing the returning of the in- cases will be taken up 'later
DELAYS ARE COSTLY.
with referSan Antonio, Texas, May 21. Plans dictments. He pleaded not guilty to cerm.
discuss the pending negotiations or
fer with the
New York, May 21. John Hays ence to the tariff schedules should do to celebrate the two hundredth annitouch on anything of an incendiary
both charges. The defendant likely
Hammond, the mining engineer, is a so before the close of next Tuesday. versary of the founding of San Anto- will be tried first upon the murder
character,
limiting himself to an arguDYNAMITE PLOT UNCOVERED
notable victim at present of the After then the
ment on alien land ownership.
will be- nio, by elaborate historical pageants charge. The case was set for trial
Poughkeepsie, N. Y., May 21 Two
"law's" delays. During the last three gin the work of actually framing ihe and an. international exposition in
That was the White House version
Thursday afternoon, subject to a stay sticks of dynamite were found bewill
weeks Mr. Hammond has made his schedules."
Mexico
and
which Spain; France
of the conference, though Mr. Sisson
should the accused man's attorneys,
hind a radiator In a corridor of the
appearance on an average of four
himself declined to make any com
Senator Simmons added that no in- be' invited to participate, were Veeder and Veeder, show that he will
Duchess county court house today
cham
a
in
the United States dividual members of the committee launched at a meeting of the
week
days
ment,
be unable to get ready for trial at
declaring merely that he woind
court, where he has been summoned could spare any further time listening ber of commerce last night. The cele this term. The attorneys stated this with caps attached and a fuse leading speak Friday. The president is known
outside the building.
as a witness in a suit for $200,000 to manufacturers, and that all who bration will be held in the autumn of
to be anxious about discussion in conmorning they would endeavor to get
to
the
title
certain
damages involving
wish to be heard must apply to the 1915.
gress at this stage of the Japanese
the case postponed until the fall term
oil lands in the district of Ozuluma, various
After next
question, especially involving any ob
of court.
Vera Cruz, Mexico.
on racial discrimination.
Tuesday the committee expects to
servations
The shooting of youug) Gallegos by
TO
have complete the bill in four days, or in 1RXIG0
postponements
Frequent
is
at the White Douse
Indicated
It
wnlle
which
occurred
Ramon
Garcia,
made it impossible for Mr. Hammond time to report to the full committee
the American note Just sent and
that
out
was
a
marching
party
wedding
FAVOR OLBFifLD DILL the tenor of future exchanges will
to testify so far, and apparently this the following' Monday. Then the demiiORRQVy A BIG SOU of the church at San Jose, Is rather
is costing him money, as he is allow- ocratic caucus will be called. Chairbe to assure the Japanese that the
baffling in several details. Though
ed only $1.50 witness fees, whereas man Simmons believes now that the
of the Americans have a
majority
Assistant District Attorney Chester DECLARE THE PROPOSED
NEW
his daily fees as an expert mining bill will be ready for the senate by
respect and admiration for
genuine
THE PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT Hunker made a close investigation of
LAW WILL NOT
PATENT
engineer are reported to be $1,000 or June 7.
the achievements of Jnpan and the
TO GET
$100,000,000
NEEDS
the shooting immediately after i( ocSATISFACTORY
PROVE
more.
not
The cutting off of hearings will
of her people. Public excharacter
to
OUT OF DEBT
determine
curred, he was unable
will
which
of
the
briefs,
stop
filing
pressions that might give an opposite
whether the killing was accidental or
Detroit, Mich., May 21. Discussion
be received until the committee comare regarded at the White
Mexican
21.
impression
The
Mexico City, May
done with criminal Intent. There is of "Recent Assaults on the Patent
at this time, as
sanc- considerable evidence to show, howits
House,
particularly
piles the bill.
gave
today
congress early
System; What they Mean to
Senator Owen, after a visit to the tion to an agreement for a loan of
the negotiaembarrassing
ever, that Garcia deliberately planned
"Problems of Industrial seriously
ASSEMBLY White House, announced that he ex-- ! $100,000,000 at six per "cent interest. to kill .Gallegos, and to do so he cre- Fducation," and "European Laws and tions between the etate department
MUSIS-Inoted to introduce a resolution to The amount is
guaranteed by 38 per ated a situation which would maKe tlie American Manufacturer" were and the Japanese ambassador.
amend the senate rules to prevent dil- cent customs receipts. The Mexican the murder
appear to hae been an among the topics discussed at today's
GATHERING atory debate and filibuster. Senator
National bank is named as the repre- accident due to careless handling of session of the National Convention of
LISTENS TO ARRAIGNMENT
Owen insisted he did not propose a sentative of the bankers in the superJapan Fears American Ideas.
a revolver while firing a salvo in Manufacturers. Today was the last
OF FEDERAL BODY.
'cloture."
Toklo forvision of the disbursements.
Tokio, May 21. The
hoonr of a bride and groom.
business day of the convention, and
Senator Williams, chairman of the
is studyand
has
office
received
The minister of finance was chargeign
In
would
the
Garcia has been
county j?al it was expected that officers
considering ed with failure to take better offers
Atlanta, Ga., May 21. Interest finance
He has re- - (, elected for the ensuing year before ing the reply of the United States
the
since
here
killing.
the agricultural schedule, announced which had been made. He replied
among delegates to tne
government to its protest in regard
the slaying of Gal- - 'adjournment was taken.
Pentecost
centered today today, that it had decided to treat that Provisional President Huerta and fused to talk about
- to the California 'land ownership legOldto
be
the
and
suffering
A
attack
appears
against
vigorous
about the session of the southern as-- , beef, cattle, sheep and hogs and their the other members of the Mexican legos,
H. islation. It declares that by agreefrom no remorse. Should the case fje(1
wa3 made uy Gilbert
seiubly in which the debate bearing products; wheat and .flour, and oats cabinet had urged on him the immement with Washington, the document
term
in
it
court
of
remarks
this
his
to
come
trial at
Montague of New York
on the alleged political activities of ;;nd oatmeal, on an equal basis. If
of this loan, as the
will not be made public. The offidiate
hardacceptance
most
of
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be
system.
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likely
the ITederal Council of Churches In a duty is to be put on the raw maler--ia- i other offers received
necessitated
in
ever
bill proposes," he cials make no comment on the 6ul
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waged
fought legal battles
America was resumed.
it will likewise to put upon pro- more delay.
'
San Miguel county court house.
the
"that
it any applicants shall es- - ject and no statement as to whether
said,
Charges that this organization. ducts or vice versa.
or net.
Is still necessary for congress to
It
The grand jury this morning also tablish in a federal district court that it is satisfactory
30 powenul
had decidof some
That the
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discuss and vote on the four articles returned an indictment against
public apparently ia
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with
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endaa voi'ing to influence national free list with beef and flour, Senator
on the American
proval of the general terms of the
tne ginal inventor, is withholding
itj pressing its opinion,
denied, declaring that it bill makes it nearly certain that it will sault with a deadly weapon upon
politics were made Dr. S. M. Lowry, Williams
In the meantime the prcs reoth-- l reply.
result
the
The
of
with
Salas.
any
alleged
preventing
person of Felipe
of Memphis, and Rev. R.'M. Hall, of had not been determined on what
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also approve the details.
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ownership
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process
Salas' home in the southwest
southern Presbyterian church with- ed, whether dutiable or undutiable.
French bankers, but it is certain that of the town of Las Vegas. Salas, the patent is issued, the courts snail making of treaties and that it is racdraw from the Federal council.
British interests are participating.
'order the patent owner to grant to the ial discrimination which must ho
hearing somebody prowling about his
to these charges, Dr.
THE DENVER ELECTION
ReplyingThe names of the bankers have not home late at
to
wiped out by mutual education anil
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doors
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applicant a license to use the
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Thornton Whaling, president of Co
Denver, May 21. With about
been announced.
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article
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today:
he
give large
proposal
hands of a man whom Salas says
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Federal council which the southern sioner of finance, Clair J. Pitcher;
should join forces with the liberowners.
an
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fice, in investigating the crime, found oved ordinary patent
assembly does not approve, withdraw- commissioner of property, Otto Thum;
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for
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door
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footprints outside
al would be unwise.
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of
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have
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said
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other hand1, much interest 15
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sometimes
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worn by Brito. Salas
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this
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single
trial
for
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The case
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tenance of Japanese
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Chicago, Burlington and Quincy tracksome of the
that
declare
founders
A
for
Present
The
were
the
Kirby.
Indictments
21. K. J.
These three
Roswell, N. M., May
age permit have carried.
witlx westintoxicated
John Kirby, of Dayton, Ohio, retir- Japanese are
returned this mornStrong of Albuquerque was last night only true bills
ENGLAND, AS USUAL, ATTRIBUTES
extent
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that
such
was
to
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of
civilization
ern
association,
elected president of the New Mexico ing by the grand jury. The investiga- ing president
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Washington, May 21. Senator Hoke Retailers' association in annual
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introduce
and
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will have a report to make
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Edinburgh, Scotland, May
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were:
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conditions
past rect an inquiry into
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with assault with a dead- less battlc3 against militant labor un- among their ancestors.
The astro- Paint Creek and Cabin Creek coal
one o'clock this morning.
Stanley G. Lawson of Tucumcarl, charged
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been as effectual
first vice' president; Ike Bacharach of ly weapon, which was called for trial ionism, which have
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a
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to
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this morning,
The committee authorized a sub- Las Vegas, second vice president;
ranged, but the building itself escapthe
i?ndr
masixtt-radintrivial nature. It wa3 shown country in establishing the principle one,
ed serious damage. The bomb consist- committee ( five to dr;"t a resolu- A. Roff of Roswell,, third vice presi- rather
patriotism, and tl,st it ttas hwn
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that
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Boston, May 21 In an endeavor
to connect President W. M. Wood of
the American Woolen company and
Frederick E. Atteaux with the alleged conspiracy to discredit striking
textile workers at Lawrence by
"planting" dynamite in buildings occupied by strikers in that city m
January, 1912, the prosecution called
John J. Breen, a Lawrence undertaker, to the witness stand today.
Breen, who was a member of the
Lawrence school committee when tne
dynamite was found, was fined $500
in the Essex county court several
months ago upon conviction of unlawfully hiding the explosives.
Breen described himself and said
that he knew both Collins and Atteaux. In January, 1912, the month
of the textile strike, he met Atteaux
at the latter's office in response to
a telephone request. This was a few
days before the dynamite episoae.
The call lasted two hours, the witness said, and the conversation was
in regard to the Lawrence strike.
"Atteaux said he was glad to see
I was interested In keeping the striking element quiet," said Breen.
"The next time I saw him was on
January 19. I went to report the
condition of things to him. The conversation was about the strike conditions. I said affairs at the mills were
getting pretty hot. 1 added 'If I was
fighting those fellows I would fight
them by their own methods.' 'What
do you mean,' he asked, 'dynamite?'
'Dynamite or anything else," I said."
" 'Could you get some dynamite?' "
asked he.
"I said1 'no'." Then he suggested
tlkt perhaps Plttman might get
some."
The Pittman mentioned by the witness was E. R. Pittman, a builder,
with whom the state alleges Wood,
Atteaux and Collins conspired. Pittman committed 6'cUe on the day he
was subpoenaed to appear as a witness before the grand jury which
was investigating the alleged dynamite plot.
Atteaux telephoned to Pittman,
Breen continued, and an hour later
Pittman arrived at Atteaux's office.
The witness then told of the formation of the alleged conspiracy.
Breen told of meeting and of asking Collins to go to Lawrence with
him. Later he met Atteaux at a
street corner. Atteaux got out of a
taxicab and said: "Follow me, Joliu."
"I followed him," continued Breen,
"and he dropped a package. As 1
I
picked it up he said: 'Don't say
I
When
ever gave you anything.'
conit
found
I
the
package
opened
tained $500."
Breen made a second trip to tne.
street corner, thi3 time with Collins.
"I stood on the corner," said the
.
witness, "until Pittman came up. He
took me down the street and intro'Mr. Rice
duced me to a Mr. Rice
has the package for you,' he said. I
took the bundle and said to Mr. Rice.
'What danger Is there with this?' He
said: 'None, it is frozen solid.'
"I carried the bundle up to tne
corner, where Collins was waiting in
a doorway. I said to him : 'Here's the
dynamite. Be careful, even if Mr.
Rice does say there is no danger.'"
Breen said that he and Collins took
a train fof Lawrence, where they
went to Breen's rooms. Here Collins
opened the bundle and made smaller
packages of the contents.
On the stand
yesterday Collins,
who has turned state's evidence, gave
a similar version of the disposition
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the title in and to said lands, rights
and privileges within the said boundaries of the said grant, is vested in
fee simple in the heirs, successors
and assigns of said Antonio Martinez,
the said original grantee of suid
grant, and in the parties plaintiffs
and defendants who have appeared
and claimed and asserted title to said
under and
lands and premises
through the title derived by the said
Antonio Martinez, the original grantee, and his successors and assigns
in this cause, as against the United
States of America, and as against all
other persons claiming adversely to
the plaintiffs and the defendants who
have- appeared herein and claim as
aforesaid, as herein found.
Antoine Leroux or Los Luceros Grant
4. I find that on or about the 19th
day of September, 1910, the land company of New Mexico, Ltd., an alleged
corporation existing under and by
virtue of tie laws of the Kingdom of
Great Britain and Ireland, and Walter William Kynne and George Herbert Newman, its trustees in their
own behalf, as well as on behalf of
all others similarly situated, as
with said land company, Ltd.,
filed in this causs their Intervening
petition, in which, among ether
things, they set up and tl&jm to be
the owners in fee simple o? certain
undivided interests and shares
An undivided moiety and upwards In that certain land grant
known as the Antoine Leroux or Los
Luceros grant, hereinafter called the
Antoine Leroux grant, and further alleged that the said Antoine Leroux
grant was in conflict with the Antonio Martinez grant, and that the said
Antoine Leroux grant was confirmed
by act of congress, approved March
said Antonio
3, 18G9, and that the
In
confirmed
was
Martinez grant
1892, and both confirmations without
reference to each other; and I further find that the said Antoine Leroux grant was alleged to have been
made on the 9th diy of August, 1742,

M., on the 16th
1892, and that the

4--

NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
(

day of December,
survey thereof was
approved by said court on the 14th
day of February, 1895, and that letters patent Issued thereon In compliance with said confirmation on the
6th day of February, 1896, which letters patent were fried for record Feb16,"
ruary 17, 1902, in Book "A-Npages 68 to 97, Records of Deeds of
Taos county, as shown by the patent
Introduced in evidence herein as
plaintiff's Exhibit "2."
I further find that the title in anl
to said Antonio Martinez grant so
confirmed, surveyed and patented to
the heirs, successors, and assigns of
the said original grantee, is a super
ior title to any other grant, donation
or concession made by any other government, or any other authority to
the lands, rights and privileges within the outboundaries of said Antonio
Martinez grant as confirmed, surveyed, and patented as aforesaid, except as to the exceptions stated in
the decree of said confirmation to the
letters patent following the same as
provided for under the act of congress of the United States, approved
March 3, 1891, and under which the
said United States court of private
land claims assumed jurisdiction of
the subject matter and the continuation approval, and' survey of said
grant And I further find that none
of the exceptions in said act of congress, or any decree of confirmation
or In said letters patent are applicable to or in any manner affect any
of the rights, title or claims of the
rightful owners and holders thereof.
3. r further find that a'ii claimants
to any Interests adverse to the plaintiffs in the said grant, have been duly
and legally served, with process, or
have come In and appeared as plaintiffs or defendants, either in person
or by attorneys, or have made answer and defense, and the court has
acquired jurisdiction of all the persons Interested therein, and the subject matter here Involved, and that
'

Simla, Fe,

X.

M.,

An

21.

May

amendment to the certificate of incorporation has been filed by trie
Vaughn Trust and Savings bank,
changing the name of the corporation
to the Stockmen's State bank, and
the place of business from Vaughn to
Corona, Lincoln county.
Report of An Important Land Case.
The report of the special referee,
General Charles F. Eas'iey, in the
land case of A. R. Manby and others
vs. Daniel Martinez and others, has
just been made and Is of such unusual interest that it will be published
from day to day taking up first the
findings of facts, and the Antoine
Leroux or Luceros grant. Tomorrow
this will be followed by the second
part of the report regarding the Taos
grant. The first part of the report
is as follows:
of New Mexico, County of Taos.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT.
A. R. Manby, et al., Plaintiffs, vs.
Daniel Martinez, et al., Defendants.
REPORT OF SPECIAL REFEREE
Find of Facts.
1. I find that the Antonio Marti
nez grant, the subject of this litiga-tion, was made, confirmed, surveyed

State

and the survey approved and letters
patent issued for an area containing
61,605.11 acres to the heirs, successors and assigns of Antonio Martinez,
the original grantee of said grant,
which grant will hereafter be designated as the Antonio Martinez grant.
2. I further find that It was a good
and perfect grant at and prior to the
Treaty of Cession between the United States of America and the United
Mexican nation, entered Into In the
year 184S, and known as the Treaty
of Guadalupe Hidalgo; that It was so
confirmed as a good and perfect
srant by the United States court of
private land claims, at Santa Fe, N.
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as set forth in said intervening petition, some 26 years after the said Antonio Martinez grant was made; and
that the survey of the said alleged
Antoine Leroux grant was not approved, so as to segregate it from
the public domain until about the
year 1910, and about 15 years after
the approval of the survey and Issuance of patent of the said Antonio
Martinez grant; and I find that the
United States never acquired any
right or title to any of the 'lands
Martinez
within the said Antonio
grant aa confirmed and patented, as
aforesaid.
5.
I further find that there' were
no proofs offered in this cause by
the interveners, or by any one of
them sufficient to establish or tend
'
to establish any right, title, interest
or claim of the said New Mexico
Land Company, Limited, or any of
said trustees, or any other person under or by virtue of said alleged Antoine Leroux grant, bo far as it may
conflict with or interfere with any
of the lands included within the boundaries of the said Antonio Martinez
grant; that there was no official suroffered In evidence
vey or patent
showing that said Antoine Leroux
grant had been officially surveyed
upon the surface of the earth, in that
no (Survey had) been approved or
that any letters patent had been issued for any lands in conflict with,
or interfering with any of the lands,
rights or privileges included within
the outboundaries of the said Antonio Martinez grant; or that any sufficient proofs were offered to establish any sufficient genealogy or
chain of titles from the alleged original grantees of said alleged Antoine
Leroux grant to any of the laruis in
conflict as aforesaid.
And I further find that there have
been no proofs offered to prove or
tend to prove any of the material allegations in the intervening petition
so fiied,as aforesaid, by said New
Mexico Land Company, Ltd., or by It a
said trustees, Walter William Wynne,
or George Herbert Newman, or any
other person or persons so claiming
as
or otherwise adverse
to the estate of plaintiffs or defendants who claim and derive their title
from the said Antonio Martinez, original grantee of said Antonio Martinez grant, who are parties to this
cause as plaintiffs and defendants.
Therefore, I find the issues joined
by the intervening petition in favor
of the plaintiffs herein and the defendants herein claiming as
herein with the plaintiffs, and
claiming title under the said Antonio
Martinez grant, and against the said
intervening petitioners, the New Mexico Land Coiripany,'lJtd., and its trus-teWaiter William Wynne and
George Herbert Newman, and all others claiming to derive title under,
through or by virtue of the said Antoine Leroux grant, and recommend
that the said intervening petition be
dismissed at the intervener's costs,
for want of any equity of proofs to
sustain any of the material allegations in said intervening petition.

21, 1913.

THIS

MOIEY SAVING SALE
CLOSES SATURDAY. MAY 24

Women's Suits, Coats,
Dresses ond Waists

What's left of our $31.50 to $47.50 Suits, each
Women's $25.00 to $30.00 Suits, each
Women's $17.50 to $22.50 Suits, each
Women's $12.50 to $15.00 Suite, each
All $7.50 Wash Dresses, excellent variety of Btyles, each
All $4.00 Silk Waists, Special, each
iA3! $3.00 and $3.50 Silk Waists, each
All women's cloth Coats, all this season's styles,
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confidence because your
maintained in the making.
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that you can serve with
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home-qualit-

weiser

Made in a Gigantic Plant
6,000 people are employed

plant of
brandies.

Anheuser-Busc-

in the main
1,500 more in

h

There are 110 separate buildings,

ing 142 acres

cover-

more than 70 city block?.

Anheuser-BuscTJtc

The plant is a model of order, efficiency,
cleanliness and thrift.
To go through Budweiser's home, as
hundreds do daily, is the best way to realize
Budweiser's quality.

in the World

pairs of children's and misses' Oxfords, pumps and strap sandals,
sizes 8 to 2, regular values from $1.50 to $2.00 per pair, Special this
sale, per pair
$1.10
Our entire stock of women's Oxfords, pumps and strap sandals, including Patent Colt, Vici Kid, white and brown Nubuck, Dull Kid, Velvet and
Satin, worth regular $3.50 to $4.50 per pair, Special for 10 days, per
'?
$3.00
pair
Our entire stock of women's Oxfords and strap sandals in Patent leather, Gunmetal, Vici Kid, Velvet and white Nubuck, worth from $2.50
to $3.00 a pair, Special, per pair
$2.00
200

One lot of children's colored

Dresses including a variety of
styles and fabrics, all well made
and neatly trimmed, worth 45c
to 83c, special
35c
One lot of children's colored
Dresses, very desirable styles
all popular fabrics, worth from
$1.50 to $2.25, special
$1.10
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maternal udder. There is evidence to
that the appearance of the
calves Indicated they had been deprived of milk for some time, and
the appearance of the 19 mothers indicated that they were anxious to relieve themselves of the fluid for
which calves have a special liking.
While it is possible that there have
been Isolated cases where a calf ht.8
penetrated the mystery of a barbed-wir- e
fence, yet the spectacle of 19
infant bovines in concert successfully
solving the problem, would be one
well calculated to excite the wonder
and admiration of gods and men.
"There Is nothing in the record to
show that the jury was not justified
in returning a verdict of guilty, and
it Is respectfully submitted that there
is no error apparent upon the record,
and that the judgment of the court
below should be affirmd."
show

d

SUITS

Rheumatism Quickly Cured.
sister's husband had a attack of rheumatism in his arm,"
writes a well known resident of Newton, Iowa. "I gave him a bottle of
Chamberlain's Liniment which he
applied to his arm and on the next
morning the rheumatism was gone."
For chronic muscular rheumatism you
will find nothing better than Chamberlain's Liniment. Sold by a'il dealers.
"My

The great calamity In umaha was
quickly overshadowed by the terribly
disastrous floods in Ohio. Great suffering and sickness from eclds and
exposure resulted. L. Poole, 2217 California St Omana, writes:
"My
daughtr had a very severe cough and
cold but Foley's Honey and Tar Compound knopked it out in no time."
Refuse substitutes. O. G.. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store.

In the whole Meld
of nujlicine
there is not a healing remedy that
will repair damage to the fiesh more
PILES CURED IN t TO 14 DAYS.
SNOW
quickly than BALLARD'S
Your druggist will refund money LINIMENT. In cuts, wounds, sprains,
if PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure bums, scalds, and rheumatism, its
any case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding healing and penetrating power is exor Protrdin? Piles in 6 to 14 days. traordinary. Price 25c, BOc and $1.00
50c.
per bottle. Sold by Central Drug" Co.'
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RED CROSS DRUG CO.

O. G. SCHAEFER.

SURPLUS
$50,000.00
-- r

- ...

yrj

D. T. Hoskins, Cashiw.
B. S. Lewis. Ass't Cash
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LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
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Curry Clovis, July 25, 2G.
Roosevelt Portales, July 28, 29.
Santa Rosa, July 30,
Guadalupe

CAPITAL STOCK

31.

Quay Tucumcari, August 4, 5, 6.
Union Clayton, August 11, 12, 13.
(If changed, August 7, 8, 9.)

B.

KRANKEL

19.
fV
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VecasLGading Store

Interest "PaJd On Time Deposits

17.
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ONE FOURTH OFF

Women's and
Children's Shoes

Dresses

FOR

at

choice

LAS

Some of the Principal
Buildings

Largest Plant of Its Kind

Our entire line of women's
muslin underwear consisting of
Gowns, Skirts, Corset
Covers,
Drawers and Combination garments, all new this season's
goods, during this sale, your

t.

St. Louis

h,

MUSLIN UNDERWEAR

0235

SHIS

Women's gauze vests, trimmed
or untrlmmed, worth 35c, Spe.26c
cial, each
Women's gauze vests, - worth
14c
20c, Special
Women's gauze Union suits,
sleeveless, either wide or
or tight knee, worth 85c, Special
63 j

OFF.

Women's Millinery

Children's

UNDERWEAR

low-nec-

and JcsacRacne cine to

HE table beer of America
a mild

9.75
5.00
3.10

One lot of women's trimmed hats, including a good variety of
season's best styles, worth rom $3.00 to $5.00 each, Special

w

home-beverag-

.

third orr

ONE

WOMEN'S

$23.90
15.75

Women's wool dress Skirts, choice ONE FOURTH

in your county is notified of the dates
they will be at your Institute.
All About Nineteen Calves.
From brief No. 1567, which will be
submitted to the supreme court this
week which involves one of those
fruitful cattle cases that sometimes
are fraught with merriment as well
as with legal lore, is found the following witty conclusion:
This appellant was convicted In
the court below of larceny of 19
calves which were discovered In a
pasture belonging to her, enclosed by
a wire fence, and it was the theory
of the defense which the
jury refused to adopt, that these
19 ca'ives deliberately forsook their
mothers, and effected an entrance
either under or through the fence
for the purpose of obtaining the alfalfa which was growing upon the
inside, it is submitted that if 19
calves are possessed of sufficient intelligence to worm their way through
or under a barbed wire fence for the
purpose of obtaining alfalfa, the same
Agricultural College Itinerary.
would enable them to efintelligence
Miss Mauette A. Myers, slate difect an exit, In response to the larector of industrial education, has mentations of their bereaved mothers
written the following letter to coun- and their own inclination to again
ty suprinlendents and institute con- derive lacteal sustenance from the
ductors:
Herewith J take pleasure in sending to you the itinerary of Professor
TimwTi
nTfcwu fwnnTi-- 1 nm-rJ. W. Rigney of the horticulturaal department of the State Agricultural
in
college and of Professor W. T. Conof
of
the
extension
way
department
the State Agricultural college as approved by the slate dpartment of education. They request that they be
given two periods each day if this
can be conveniently arranged, otherwise they will do the best they can
CAPITAL PAID IN
with the time allowed.
100,000.00
Professor J W. Rigney of the horticultural department of the college
,r
rOcT
will visit the institutes of this group
and oh the given dates.
Lincoln Carrizozo, June 9, 10, 11.
Chaves Roswell, June 12, 13.
J M. Cunningham, President
Eddy Carlsbad, June 17, 18.
Prank Springer.
Professor W. T. Conway will visit
the following:
Grant Silver City, June 3, 4, 5.
Socorro Socorro, June, 6, 7.
Valencia Belen, June 9, 10.
Sandoval Bernalillo, Jun 11, 12.
Santa Fe Santa Fe, June 13, 14.
San Migmel Las Vegas, June 16,
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EAST LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Torrance Mountainair. August 14,
or August 11, 12, if the change

15, 16,

is made.
Dona Ana

Las Cruces, August

19,

Office
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S3O.000 00

With the San Miguel National Rank

Wm, Q. MAYDON
H. W. KELLY
D.

T. HOSKINS

Vice

President
President

Treasurer

20.
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Trusting that the arrangement of
these dates are satisfactory to you
and that you will see that the press

INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, WEDNESDAY, MAY 21, 1913.
forty-fiv- e
per cent
total
of the
operating expenses of
a railroad are made for material. In
other "words the cost of material and
equipment for maintaining a railroad
in the proper state of efficiency
amounts practically to as large an
item as do tit- salaries of all Its

On an average

STORE

SANTA FE

IS WONDERFUL

-

PLACE

employes.

Naturally, therefore, after the

pur-- i

chase of this material, its proper care
NEARLY 1,300 STATIONS KEPT IN and careful distribution are worthy
of the closest attention and superSUPPLIES BY THE TOPEKA
vision. To efficiently accomplish this
ESTABLISHMENT

Topeka, general store of
Santa Fe railway system.
350 employes handle storehouse material.
Stock worth $10,000,000
on hand.
Stationery supplied to entire
system.
Nearly 1,300 stations receive
stationery from here.
Stationery bill $700,000 a
year.
Road uses $88.32 in material every minute, night and
day.

tons of coa'i used daily.
750,000 gallons of oil consumed daily.
Topeka istore receives
in material monthly.
One man does nothing but
repair shelving.
7,000

end the organization of the store department has been effected. At Its
head is N. M. Rice, general storekeeper, with offices in Topeka, and
to him report the Sjtationer and fuel
supervisor and the storekeepers for
the A. T. & S. F. proper, the Gulf
and Coast lines and, through the last
three mentioned, the thirty division
storekeepers under whose direction
supplies are distributed.
System and Team Work Here
The possibilities for the effecting
eonomles, both In time and' mater,
ial, through an efficient store department are great, and it is with
pride we Santa Fe men can look upon
the store department of our road,
where system and team work are ev
ery day in evidence. It has earned
a nation-widreputation, and its
methods (constantly are objects of
study by the. various other rallroals
of the country. This applies not only
to its orderly process of handling,
storing and distributing but to its accounting and record methods as we1.
Thus system is the keynote of efficiency and economy, and on no other railroad has the system of handling and caring for material been
given more thought and attention
than on the Santa Fe. Everyone In
the department has become a stickler on system, with the result that
now the forty-twmillion dollars'
worth or material passing under the
jurisdiction of the store department
each year is handled with clocklike
precision and every avenue of waste
is well guarded.
When one thinks of the trainload
after trainload of supplies, lumber,
constantly
coal, oil and so forth
streaming to or along our lines he
begins to realize the gigantic problem involved In their proper handle

Topeka, Kan., May 21. The store
department headquarters of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Bystem
in Topeka handles every Jay a stock
equal to the outiut of. scores of manufacturing and printing concerns all
over the country. The average person, who, at some time or other, has
walked past the buildings of this department in the Santa Fe shop district does not realize that 350 employes are working there every day
shipping and receiving materials that
are used along the lines of the Santa
Fe.

The Topeka storehouse has been
named the "general store" of the
Santa Fe. At its head is N. M. Rice,
general storekeeper of the entire system, and with offices in this city.
The current number of the Santa
Fe Employes Magazine explains the
work of the store house In detail.
The article follows in part:'

o

ing.

Great stores of castings must be
taken care of. Millions upon millions of small arltices, such as tacks,
bolts, fittings, lanterns, soap, glass,
'

electrical fixtures, must be
tools,
kept where they can be drawn upon
at a moment's notice. And it is up
to the storekeeper to see not only
that he always has enough of these
on hand but that too many do not
accumulate. Obviously
system is
necessary.
Topeka's General Store
Just imagine a great, complete
hardware store. Then imagine a
score and a half of them, specializing in railroad material, situated at
the most advantageous distribution
points on the system. And in TopeKa
we find the great establishment of
the wholesaler, namely, the general
store, and in Cleburne and San Bernardino two branches, centralizing
supervision and allowing the smaller
stores to keep their stocks replenisn-ewithout delay.
The output of dozens of huge lumber concerns is necessary to supply
the needs of the Santa Fe. Millions
of feet of lumber are prepared for
use in making car repairs, laying
crossings and keeping up the bridges
and buildings of the system to the
Santa Fe standard.
Steel rails are purchased on estimates prepared by the general manager and spread directly over the territory thereon required, but come under the jurisdiction of the store department. Fuel, oil and coal, handled much in the same way, are also
carried on the books of the general
store keeper, and under him are operated all fuel stations, account being kept of all fuel used on the vari-ou- e
districts, an important feature
of the Santa Fe store department organization and a system seldom in
use on other roads.
Material Worth $10,000,000 on Hand
In order that requisitions may be
honored promptly and allowing for
the fact that large purchases for future requirements are made from
time to time in order to take , Ivan-tag- e
of especially favorable market
conditions ten million dollars' worth
of material in the nature of general
supplies, rails, ties and fuel, Is on
hand day after day throughout the
year to supply the demands of our
great modern railroau, all of which
is under the supervision of the general storekeeper although directly
in charge of the following storekeepers and their division storekeepers:
H. M. Howell, Topeka; H. E. Ray,
San Bernardino, Cal; E. S. Newton,
Cleburne, Texas.
In order that nothing may be ov

erlooked, two traveling storekeepers,
E. T. Price and G. F. Wottling, spend
their time going over the lines of
the system checking up everywhere
and comparing conditions at each
point with those on the rest of the
In a large stone building located
adjacent to the shops in Topeka, and
known as the system general store, is
kept the main supply of small material. Thousands of tons of sheet
steel and rough castings are stored
by the store department, in careful ly
kept sections, along both sides ol
the machine shop in Topeka, and
tons of bar iron are stored alongside
the blacksmith shop. An electric
over a trestle
crane, traveling
twelve hundred feet long, handles the
heavy castings stored along the outer
wall of one side of the huge machine
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foods tend to heat the system unduly, and cause discomfort and
indigestion; Cottolene makes food rich but never greasy, and food which any stomach
can digest with ease.
Lard-cooke- d

1

The better class of housewives often use butter instead of lard for cooking
purposes.
It's a mighty expensive and needless habit. Cottolene is every
bit as good as butter for shortening; it is better than butter for frying.
Ana Lottolene costs much less than butter.
Cottolene will not burn nearly as easily as butter or lard, and with its
use the strong, irritating and indigestible acids' found in foods fried in
animal fats are avoided.

of a pound of Cottolene will go as far as a full pound
of butter or lard.
Two-third-

9
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Just think these facts over and let them sink in.
pail of Cottolene of your grocer.
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rouble

With your blood full of catarrhal Infection, nerves all unstrung, blood impoverished, headaches, lassitude, pellagra,
hookworm, tape worm, chills and fever
or some other debilitating Influence, the
very foundation of health Is being sapped
away by spring humors.
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S. S. S. Is a Wonder. It Makes You Look
and Feel the Picture of Real Health.

Half the people you meet complain of
weary muscles, stagnant brain, jangled
nerves, and a mournful desire to lny
down and just quit. Most of these pec;.!e
hrve been using nervines that spasmod

foremen report to Mr. Wolff, as general foreman. All told there are on
the payroll of the store department
in Topeka 350 names, while 2,140 employes on the system receive store
department pay checks.
In this well kept storehouse in Topeka, with each section taking care
of certain classes of material, we find
a section for brass fittings, for instance, the va'iue of which mounts
into the thousands of dollars, whue
in another section one finds nails of
all sizes and weights; and so,
throughout the whole establishment,
the same order is in evidence.
Near at hand is the oilhouse, the
model oilhouse of the American continent, completed after the most ap
proved plans and utilizing the most
up to date methods. The building, designed by General Storekeeper Rice,
is of reinforced concrete construction
throughout. It is 50 by 150 feet,
each of the two floors having the
same area, nile a loading platform
10 feet wide, also
of concrete, ex
tends the entire length of the building on the same level with the main
The ground floor and basement of
the south end of the general store
building to the amount of 7,356
square feet, are occupied by the star
tionery department, in charge of F.
A. Wilson, with his twenty assistants,
while thf second floor of the same
portion is occupied by the offices of
the general storekeeper.
Stationery Department Features.
No wholesale stationer cou'id have
his stock better assorted or kept
more orderly than is the stock in the
Santa Fe general stationery store.
Stock to a value of $60,000 always
is on hand, but it does not tarry long,
as the entire stock is turned over on
an average of every GO days.
Five supply cars are stocked each
storemonth from the stationery
room, and the stationery Is distributed with other supples to 953 stations over the system. The balance of
the stations, 372 in number, and a'.l
departments, including the general
offices in Topeka, Chicago, Los Angeles, Galveston, San Francisco and
Amarillo, are supplied direct by express, baggage and freight shipments at least once each month.
Some departments
require weekly
shipments.
On One Item $700,000 a Year.
When one considers that the stationery bill on the Santa Fe nmounts
almost to $700,000 a year, and that
this large &um is made up of what
might be called inconsequenta'i unris,
it indicates the bum of Industry
which eats up so large a quantity of
supplies. It also teaches ns that the
saving of a rubber band, of a penholder, of a scratch pad or securing
the maximum use from pencils taken into consideration where so many
thousands are employed, may by tne
end of the year result in a saving
of sufficint to pay the salaries of em.
ployes.

ically flare up the nerves only to die
down again, as die they must. Avoid
nerve stimulants. Bear in mind that this
worn out feeling is due to poor blood,
to bacteria in the water you drink; to
the multiplying of destructive germs In
the blood faster than they can be overcome by the white corpuscles; and to
what Is known as
that condition where the venous or Impure blood
accumulates faster than It can be replaced by the red arterial blood.
If you feel played out or experience
the peculiar sensations of gas and tenderness in the bowels, go to any drug
store and ask for a bottle of S. S. S.,
Swift's Sure Specific. Here is a remedy
that gets at work in a twinkling; It just
naturally rushes right into your blood,
scatters germs right and left, up and
down and sideways.
You feel better at once, not from a
stimulant, not from the action of drugs,
but from the rational effect of a natural
medicine just as active and Just as timely as to a man who has been lost In
the mountains, is about starved arid
comes across a settler just cooking a
savory meal of gr.od honest beef. Do
not neglect to get a bottle of S. S. S
today. It will make you feel better in
Just a few minutes. It is prepared only
in the laboratory of The Swift Specific
Co., 127 Swift Bldg., Atlanta, Ca. Send
for their free book telling of the many
strange conditions that afflict the human
family by reason of impoverished blood.
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YOU know the difference between Cottolene and lard? Cottolene is
T0 vegetable
product; lard is an animal product. Cottolene is made from
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truck that material from the cars, to
keep it in good shape and to reassemble various portions of it for shipment where needed. These two hundred men work under the direction of
sixteen foremen each foreman in
charge of a certain section of the
storehouse, with goods of a certain
character in his care and these

'kfure's Giftfomtfe Sunny Soutti
oil,

ay. bo Your

shop.

Acres of Equipment
Thus in Topeka the store department spreads itself over many acres
here, there and elsewhere, the mater- iali in
location assuming as
tonishing; proportions. It even has
ictominion over1 the great piles of
lumber which stretch a mile or mof
down the car repair tracks toward
Kansas City, in some places half a
mile wide, and in this area embracing enough material to stock all the
lumber yards in Cities such as Kansas City and Los Angeles. It is safe
to say that, outside of the department itself, not even a dozen men
An the railroad's service
comprehend
the hugeness of its operations or realize the ramifications of this service
and the nervelike system which
keeps the head of the department in
immediate touch with conditoins all
over the system.
Twenty-fou- r
carloads of material
can be accommodated on the tracks,
alongside the Topeka storehouse and
deli very made from them simuUim
eously. Seven more carloads 3ati be
taken care of at ont time at tne
pasting platform, while alongside the
oilhouse fo iraen cars can ije emptied or filled without delay.
'
350 li.npoyes in Top' ;

EHPIOYES 10 GET

talking Typlioid

road.

c;

purest and choicest cotton

THRES

RUMOR RAILWAY FOLK
WOULD
HAVE TO PAY FARE IS DENIED BY THE SANTA FE

Topeka, Kan., May 21. For several
months thousands of railway men of
Topeka and Kansas have been worry
ing over the rumor that the railroads
soon would abolish all unnecessary
passes to. employes. The fear that
free transportation
would be taken
away from them and their families
haa instigated
scores of indignation
meetings and has caused alarm among
the union organizations and among
the employes in general.
A statement appearing In the Jar- rell column of the current number of
the Santa Fe Employes Magmas
would indicate that the policy of the
Santa Fe is to reward its men for
h
faithful service by passes and to
to
in
employes
transportation
case of death or emergency, and to a
reasonable extent for pleasure.
The Santa Fe also denies that It
supported a bill in the Colorado legislature carrying out the anti-pas- a
provisions.
In making Its statement, however.
the Santa Fe hints that the rumor
has brought the railway employes to
counts. All accounts pertaining to leallze that the work of the
"politi
material are kept in the office of cian" In
harassing the companies is
the general storekeeper.
indicative of no good.
Shelving Takes One Man's Time.
The significant statement reads:
One man now does nothing) but go
"Considerable publicity has been
from store to store keeping the shelv given throughout
the west to the
ing in repair. This insures also uni statement that the railroads were go.
formity among the stores.
ing to cut off all passes to employes
When a new line is being built the excepting those issued on
company
store department opens construction business. Some even said that the
stores to facilitate the distribution of effort to
pass a law to that effect In
tools and material. These stores for the Colorado legislature last month
merly were under the jurisdiction of was the work of the railroads. This
the engineering department.
is entirely
incorrect. However, it
de seems to
Many of the little
bring railroadmen to a realivices were worked out by employes zation of the fact
that, having harasunder the stimulus of prizes offered sed the railroads about as far as pubby the general storekeeper, who be- lic opinion would permit, politicians
lieves in encouraging head work on have In mind
curtailing the privileges
the part of his men.
of railroad employes in an effort to
Every minute, day and night, wit make themselves popular, partcularlv
nesses are putting into service of with the farmers. The railroads
al$88.32 worth of material on the San
ways have been glad to furnish emta Fe system, or $127,181.83 every ployes a reasonable amount of free
24 hours.
Of course, to issue It
transportation.
It takes an average of 7,000 tons as freely as some might like would acof coal a day to make the wheels of tually incur a
very heavy expense upSanta Fe engines go round, and in on the
railroads, an expense created
cidentally 750,000 gallons of oil are from several directions. The roads
used daily for the same purpose. Half take the position that
they are glad
again as much coal is used In No- thus to reward faithful and effiicient
vember as in June to take care of service,
especially of long duration,
heavier traffic and also to keep th and they will always be averse to any
passenger trains warm.
move which will make it Impossible for
A week's supply of coal is kept on an
employe to get free transportation
hand as a reserve, including that in In cases of death or other emergency
cars, In coal chutes and in storage.
or to a reasonable extent for pleas
The value of the average of mater ure.
ial received by the system store department last year was $3,707,804.02
MANY LIKE THIS IN EAST
per month, and the average consumpLAS VEGAS.
tion was $3,706,215.65, which shows
exceptionally good judgment in order-InSimilar Cases Being Published In
and purchasing supplies.
Each Issue.
The following case is but one of
COAST ATHLETES START EAST many occurring daily in East Las Ve
San Francisco. Calif., May 21. The gas. It is an easy matter to
verify it.
University of California athletes se- You cannot ask for better proof.
lected to uphold the honors of the
H. H. Closson, 408 Grand avenue.
blue and gold in the intercollegiate East Las Vegas, N. M., says: "I take
championships at the Harvard stadium just as much pleasure in recommend
next week started today en route for ing Doan's Kidney Pills today as I
The delegation comprises did when I gave a public statement in
Boston.
11 star performers, among them be- their
praise in January, 1907. About a
ing Carl Shattuck, the world's inter- year ago I had occasion to use Doan's
collegiate hammer thrower champion; Kidney Pills, there being soreness'
Fred Allen, the noted broad jumper, across my kidneys and trouble from
and Eddie Beeson, who ha3 a record the kidney secretions. This renedy
of 6 feet 5 Inches in the high jump. relieved me as, promptly as before.
Years ago I began to suffer from pains
In my back and I attributed the trouble to an injury. If I worked hard
Believes This Will
brought strain on my loins, my back
"Cere Long Troubles" or
pained
severly and the least cold 1
Consumption Is a flattering disense
in my kidneys, making
settled
caught
that Is one of Its chief dungers. Those
who have It are rarely willing to acso
and painful that 1
back
lame
my
If this trouble la
knowledge the fact.
was hardly able to get about. I tried
present, it Is no time for trifling, if a
"cold" bns long persisted; if a
plasters and liniments but my efforts
cough is present that keeps you anxious,
or any of the symptoms are present,
for relief were unavailing until I comsnch as tevat or night sweats, weakness
and loss of appetite, and perhaps some
menced taking Doan's Kidney Pills,
raising of mucus do the sensible thing:
procured from the Center Block Phartake Eekman's Alterative as Mr.
did
macy. They proved effective from the
Howling Green, Ty., It. No. 4.
"Gentlemen: I wish to say for your
first."
Alterative that I believe It to he a mediFor sale by all dealers. Price 50
cine of nneqnaled value for all ftronelilal
and Lung Trouble. The Spring of VMS,
Foster-ililburcents.
Co., Bufraio,
I had a severe cuiurh for six months. I
tried all the iihmIU ine that my doctors
N. Y., sole agents for the TTnited
recommended to me. but no results came
States.
for the better. I had night sweats, and
would ootitrh and spit until I got so
Remember the name Dnan's and
weak I could hnid'y do anything.' Hut,
at last. .7:imes l'eevlnf?, (tt Glnssiow Juncno other. Adv.
take
I
Insisted
time-savin-

fur-nis-

g

g

n

tion,

that

try your medicine.

In one week's time there was quite, an
System and a capable working improvement in my condition, and after
several bottles, I
as well
force are what have put the Santa I had taken
as ever in my life.
"I desire the world to know that I
Fe store department organization and
believe that your Fclntum's Alterits efficient work so far in advance firmly
ative will cure any case of lunjr trouble If
taken before the last stnue. I wt'l gladly
of other railroads in general.
write personally to any party wanting inThe most approved accounting formation in rcR.ml to your wonderful
medicine."
(Sworn Atlidavitl
methods are used in the general
A. C. RKT'TT Its WORTH.
Fekman'R
Alterative
effective in Bronstorekeeper's office. Material as re- chitis, Asthma, Hay isFever;
Throat and
and
in
Is
storehouse
Lintr
Troubles,
the
upbuilding- the
ceived
charged to
Dties not contain poisons, opiates
system.
in which account it re- or
account,
droits. Ask for booklet
tellini? of recoveries, and write to Kckman
mains until put Into service. All maLaboratory, Philadelphia, Pa., for moreevt-dencFor iale by all leading drUEi'-terial released from service 5s returned to store stock and credit Is E. Q. Murphey Bad Central Drug
given the operating or mechanical ac Company.
f'-l- t

-

Most Prompt and Effectual Cure for
Bad Colds.
When you have a bald coid you
want a remedy that will not only sve

relief, but effect a prompt aad permanent cure, a remedy that is pleasant to take, a remedy that contaltis
Chamberlain's
injurious.
nothing
Couch Remedy meets oil thte
qnirementa It acts on nature's plaB,
&M
relieves the
iswMttr?
opens the eccrwlorts ttr.1 restora t'n
mhm to tiralrtsT eonntttfifi. Tn'a
remedr hm a w7l? trWe
l
J
use, and can elvers t-fieaitrt.
upon. Sold

ln?.

t

Cor-raf-

tr

l
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MRS. CURL WILL RECOVER.
St. Paul, Minn., May 21. Althougn
the crisis will not be passed for several days city physicians today eanl
that they believed. Mrs. Margaret Lowan Curl, shot by her husband lastj
Saturday, before he committed suicide, will recover. Mrs. Curl's motn-e- r
Is expected
hero from Denver
within a few days.
Mr. Curl's sister, Mrs. D. W. Scha-ber- g
of Kansas City, Is the only one
allowed in her room with the exception of nurses and1 doctors.

FOR GOLF TITLE
v
New York, May 21. The fifteenth
annual tournament for the metropolitan golf championship was opened
on the links of the Fox Hills Golf
club, on Staten Island, today, with a
Sfihole testing round,
the first 32
players to qualify for the title comThe final rounds will be
petition.
played Saturday and will be followed
by the award of the championship

trophies.

MAY 21, 1913.

TODAY S BASEBALL
National League
Chicago at Boston; clear.
Pittsburgh at Brooklyn; clear.
Cincinnati at Philadelphia; cloudy.
St. Louis at New York; clear.
American League
Boston at Chicago; cloudy.
Washington at Cleveland; clear.
Philadelphia at Detroit; cloudy.
New York at St. Louis; clear.
American Association
Indianapolis at Milawukee; cloudy.
Louisville at St. Paul; 2 games.
Columbus at Kansas City; 2 games.
Toledo at Minneapolis; cloudy.
Western League
Denver at St. Joseph; cloudy.
Lincoln at Des Moines; cloudy.
Topeka at Sioux City; cloudy.
Wichita at Omaha; cloudy.

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, May 21. Several stocks,

the most conspicuous among which
was Pennsylvania, 'sagged to new low
marks, under the pressure of short
selling and liquidation. The cheerful feeling in London and reports of
the success of the Chinese loan abroad
were reflected in the firm undertone
of the early market, but efforts to
bid up prices were ineffectual and the
trend became downward.
Sentiment
was depressed by renewed liquidation of some industrials, which was
regarded as evidence that these stocks
were being thrown out as collateral for
loans. The continued lack of Invest
ment demand, which it was hoped
might be stimulated by the New York
and Chinese bond
flotations, re
strained bull operators. Bonds were
irregular.
. Extensive liquidation of the petroleum shares passed unnoticed by the
general list, which was quiet at a
trifle over the forenoon's lowest. California Petroleum droppedV4
i
t
a new low. figure. Mexican Petro.eum
lost 2&.
Dealings in the certificates for the
city bonds were Inaugurated by a sale
of a $1,000,000 bond at 100
after
which a block of $100,000
changed
,

5

r,

N.

.'v

.ft

5

CHAMBERLAIN AUTHOR
Entered at the postoffice at East
ROYAL WEDDING GUESTS
Vegas, New Mexico, for transBerlin, May 21. Emtnelit represen
mission through the United States
OF OBNOXIOUS BILL
tatives of European royalty are arriv
malls as second class matter.
ing in Berlin to attend the wedding
on Saturday
of Princess
Victoria DELEGATE FROM ALASKA SAYS
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Louise, daughter of the German em
THE SENATOR WOULD HAVh
Daily, by Carrier
peror, and Prince Ernest August of
HELPED MONOPOLY.
.05
Per Copy
$
Cumberland.
The wedding festivities
With the Electric Grill the most 'convenient of electrical cooking de....
One Week
will be Inaugurated
tomorow night
.j
21.
Washington,
May
vicesyou can prepare a dainty, tasty, palatable meal on the dining
.do with a
Delegate
vjne mouia
gala performance at the opera YVickersliain startled the senate tertable. Simp'y attach to any convenient electric socket and in less
One Tear
$7,5C
than 15 seconds the radiant colls of the grill are ready for use.
ritories committee by declaring that
YESTERDAY'S
BASEBALL
Daily, by Mall
You could not prepare a more appetizing breakfast than the Electric
Senator
GOVERNOR
a
A.
Year
G.
R.
ADDRESSES
member
Chamberlain,
of
One
$6.00
National League
Grill will cook for you. Bacon may be broiled underneath the
has inadvertently
At New York St. Louis, 8; New
3.00
Alton, 111., May 21. Hundreds of the committee,
eiz Months
heat
coils at the same time that toast is being made on top. You can
Grand Army veterans thronged Alton been the author of a bill in a prev- York, 0.
.boil,
fry or poach eggs fry chops make griddle cakes in fact, you will
At Philadelphia Philadelphia, 5;
turned
today for the annual state encamp- ious congress which would
find new uses for an Electric Grill almost every day.
weekly optic and stock
ment of the department of Illinois. over to the "Guggenheims" absolute Cincinnati, 1.
grower'
At Brooklyn Pittsburgh, 4; BrookDelegates to the annual meetings of control of the harbor of Cordova and
One Year
$2.00 the Woman's Relief
entrance to Bering river coal lyn, 1.
the
and
other
corps
.'
hands at 100.
eix Months
$1.00
At Boston Chicago, 7; Boston, 3.
auxiliary
organizations helped to fields.
Dealings in stocks were virtually
"There was a little inoffensive
swell the attendance. An address by
American League. ,
suspended and scarcely any of the
bill
Governor
Dunne was one of the lead looking
introduced in congress. I
At Cleveland
Cash In Advance for Mail SubscripCleveland, 10; Wash- active shares fluctuated more than
believe you were the author of it, ington, 9.
ing features of today's program.
tions.)
in the course of the hour. St. Louis
The cost of operating an Electric Grill is
Senator Chamberlain," said Wicker- At St. Louis New York, 6; St
very low just a few cents!
iRemlt by draft, check or money or.
and San Francisco general fives broke
No time is wasted in preparation it is
3.
the
ready. If you have
sham, "giving
always
aer. If sent otherwise we will not
right of way to the Lcuis,
to
34
684 selling under the refunding
Electric Light in your home, you really should own this decided conDetroit-Detro- it.
from
Mile
At
Guggenheims
S;
Five
Twenty
be responsible for loss.
Philadelphia fcurs, which were quoted at '69.
RECLAMATION SERVICE
venience.
on the Copper river road to Three 7.
Specimen copies free on
The market closed heavy.
New
Tree Point. You did not know what
York City new 4 per cent bonds sold
TO HAVE BIG BISPLAV that bill meant. It, passed the sen
National League
at a discount. Several sales of small
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
Club
Won Lost Pet. amounts
ate, but when it reached the house I
occurred at 99. Upwards
killed it. If it had passed it would Philadelphia
7
18
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
.720
of $1,000,000 sold at 100 against the
UNITED
STATES
WILL
SHOW
have
the"
19
10
PAID FOR
.655
given
Guggenheims title in Brooklyn
average award by the city of 100.150.
WHAT IS DOING IN EFFORT TO
fee simple to all of Cordova harbor New York
15
14
.536
Weakness was also manifested by va
IRRIGATE DESERTS
Advertisers are guaranteed the
and they would have had a monopoly Chiqago
.16
IB
.500
rious railroad bonds.
St. Louis and
like that of Mr. Ryan on Controller St. Louis
15
largest daily and weekly circulation
15
.600 San
Francisco
fives dropped
San
general
21.
Diego,
For
Calif.,
the
May
of any newspaper In northern New
13
18
.419
Bay."
Pittsburgh
nearly five points to 67. Stocks refirst time in history there will he
Mexico.
11
Senator Chamberlain made no re- Boston
16
.407
flected these unfavorable conditions
built, at the San Diego 1915 exposi- ply.
9
21
.300 in a
Cincinnati
mild fashion. The leaders ended
tion, a practical declamation service
TELEPHONES
Mr. Wickersham told the commitAmerican League
the
at small losses.
day
for
exhibition
and demonstration pur- tee that the
WSINESS OFFICE
Main 2
Club
Won Lost Pet.
synThe last sales were as follows:
poses.
NEWS DEPARTMENT
Main 9
19
dicate had Alaska "by the throat" Philadelphia
9
.679
75
Amalgamated Copper
A large tract of ground has been
21
11
and the legislation holding Alaskan Cleveland .....J
.656
no
Sugar
set
aside
for
,'
a
building
complete re- development "has helped the big man Washington . . .
17
WEDNESDAY, MAY 21, 1913.
11
.607
Atchison
99
clamation project,, and an adjoining and killed' the little man."
.606
...20 13
Chicago
160
Reading
tract
will
be
used to demonstrate the
BAPTISTS MEET IN DETROIT
15
20
.42P
Ryan
Wickersham's St. Louis
51,050 FULLV EQUIPPFR AT YCUR DOOR
challenged
Southern Pacific
96
benefits derived in, reclaiming desert statement that the
s
12
Detroit, Mich., May 21. The
19
.337 Union
con- Boston
Guggenheims
Pacific
149
land by irrigation.
are in possession of Detroit
trolled the Bay in which he was
.364
Detroit
...12 21
United States Steel
59
This
exhibit
is
planned for the pur9
New York..
They fill railway stations, ho21
.300 United
States Steel, pfd
105
of
pose
the
western
showing
tels, boarding houses and street cars,
"It is just my word against his, bo
Western League
what the arid states, such as I ask the committee for
'j'biee thousand or more clergymen
Club
Won Lost, Pet.
permission
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Idaho,
ii nd laymen of the denomination had Montana,
Nevada, Colorado, to call a New York banker here to Denver
9
IS
.667
Chicago,
May 21. Good rains made
New
1 .
Mexico, Arizona, Utah, Washing- substantiate
arrived in time for the opening ses17
9
654 wheat
my
statement," said Lincoln
easy
today. Opening prices
ton,
sion of the Northern Baptist convenWyoming and others have to of- Ryan.
St. Joseph
17
11
.607 were
lower. July
unchanged to
tion today. Many more delegates are fer as Inducements to settlers.
12
14
.462 started at 8S
The committee will hold a session Des Moines
to 8S?4 a loss
The
reclamation service to be exon the road and will be here when
12
15
.444 cf
Friday to hear the hanker, whose Omaha
to Vi rallied to
and
(bo convention gets fully under way. hibited at the exposition will be large name was not given.
'.. .11 14
Sioux City
.440 then fell back to
The
close
The convention headquarters are lo- enough for practical working In all
11
15
.423 was
Topeka
strong, with July 90 a net rise
cated at the Woodward Avenue Bap- its details, yet small enough to be
v8
Wichita
19
.296 of
.
Attn
tist church. Numerous other Baptist more comprehensive to the visitor
July corn, which opened unchanged
churches of the city are to be used than would a larger plant. The visit- - TRANSPORTATION IS
A slight cold in a child or a grown to a shade
off at 56
to
will see just how the water is
56, Telephone or call and we will have our demonfor the department conferences.
person holds possibilities of a grave touched 56 and reacted to
jor
The
56.
The proceedings of the convention! caught and stored In the mountains,
nature.
come
on
suddenCroup may
close was steady
ALL CLEAR PROFIT
net higher for
will continue an entire week. The how it Is distributed In proper quan
show you
ly, bronchitis or pneumonia may de- July at 57.
sessions of today and tomorrow have tity, without waste, to the desert lands
velop, severe catarrhal troubles and
oats
a
to
started
shade
July
?.i4
teen alloted to the various Interests and how these desert lands are turned STEEL TRUST DOES NOT SUB consumption are possible results. down
at 36 to 36, but gradually
Las Vegas Automobile &
Co
f the Foreign Mission society. The from barren waste places Into green
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound hardened to 36.
TRACT THIS FROM THE SALE
principal subject of discussion will be and productive fields of plenty.
cold
a
cures
atttie outset,
nips
croup
PRICE OF ITS PRODUCT
In the provisions pit demand exceedPhone Main 344.
Whalen, & Fowler Props
the movement for the advancement Experienced men, who have gained
quickly, checks a deepseated' cough, ed the supply. Weakness which
pre
of missionary activities, for which a 'their knowledge of reclamation, by New
and
heals inflamed membranees.
vailed at the outset quickly disappear
York,
M.
May 21. Charles
campaign Is now on to have every years of experience, and actual fie'd Schwab, first president of the United O. G. Schaefer, Red Cross Drug Store ed. First sales were
57 lower
member of the Baptist denomination work, will tell the visitor every detaH States Steel
to 2
was cross- advance with September pork
corpoartion,
contribute 10 cents weekly to the concerning the service he may as't examined
119.50; lard $11.05 to $11.10; ribs
today in the hearings of the
for, and the same course will be fol dissolution
cause.
suit against the corpora WILLARD AND MANDOT $11.15. The closing quotations were:
Bible work, social science, colport-nge- , lowed on the acre under cultivation tion. His
testimony as to the cliirf
Wheat, May 92; July 90; Septemchapel cars and Sunday school by the use of the waters from the purposes of the organization of the
EVERYCODY READS THE LAS VEOAS OPTIC
ber 89.
IN
THE
LOSER
CLASS
lessons will be discussed at the ses- reclamation: service.
corporation that it was to develop
Corn, May 56; July 57; Septem
It has been the belief of the expo
sions of the Publication society, which
ber 57; December 55.
export trade.
are to be held Thursday evening and sition management that in no other
"How long after the formation of FORMER
Oats, May 39; July 37; SeptemDEFEATED BY SMITH,
Friday. The remaining days of the way could the exposition be made to the corporation did the plan of deber
December 37.
WHILE LATTER IS KNOCKED
come
so
to
near
the
visitor
convention will be taken up with the
taking
veloping export trade take effect?"
OUT BY ANDERSON
May $19.70; July $19.70;' SepPork,
annual meetings of the Women's the western, states, needing popula- asked Judge'jacob Madison, the
tember $19.40.
govHome Mission society, the Historical tion the most, as by showing him ac- - ernment
lawyer.
Los Angeles, May 21. Joe Mandot,
Lard, May $11.02; July $11; Septual conditions and workings practic
society and the Youn
"I could not say exactly. I brought cf New Orleans, was knocked out In tember $11.05.
The convention sermon will ally demoristradted, and for that rea- Mr. Farrell from
!ety.
Ribs, July $11.27; September
Pittsburgh to take the twelfth round of his scheduled
be delivered Sunday morning by Rev son a complete, service and demon charge of the
$11.10.
export business shortly
here
"Bud"
with
last
fight
night
stration field will be prepared.
Nathan A. Crandall of Minneapolis.
after the corporation's formation, and Anderson, of Vancouver, Wash. Man- the business has developed constant-- 1 dot was not knocked down in the final
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
HEADS EASTERN COLLEGE
ly since."
Kansas City, May 21. Cattle', re
TAFT AT UNITARIAN MEETING
round, but he was "out on his feet."
T
Durham, N. H., May 21. In the Boston, May ''21'. Former President
Statistics put in evidence bv the Hf was clearly insensible. Referee ceipts 5,000. Market steady. Native
jffwwrb
presence of a large assembly of
showed
steers
government
that
Taft came to Boston today in acceptexport sales Charts F. Eton, seeing the condition
$78.50; southern steers $6
Dr. Edward T. Fairchild, for- ance to- an Invitation to
preside at after the formation of the corpora- of the southerner, stopped the fight 7.50; southern cows and heifers $4.50
merly state superintendent of public the Unitarian week festival meeting tion were smaller than immediately with Mandot
7.10; native cows and heifers $4.75
staggering blindly about
instruction of Kansas, today received in Tremont
8.25; stackers and feeders $6.60
It ia ex- before.
the ring and held up , Andersons
Temple
tonight.
Che keys and charter of New HampIn support of the government con hand in token of
bulls $5.767.25; calves $6.50
8.10;
pect ; jthnt; he will , remain ; pver tovictory.
shire State college, and by his ac- morrow to
(S10; western steers $78.25; west
participate Jn the fjcercises tention that the Carnegie, Federal and
ceptance of those symbols became the at the unveiling: 'of- - the Edward Ever- National', Steel companies were com
"' n;
ern cows $4l75f7. ''
,.. Smith' Beats Willard
president of that institution of learn ett T4m1 fitntni in ,11ia nnhlip.
petitors before being taken over,
12,000:'
Hogs,
Market
San
receipts
Franciwo,' ",Jf?y SI. Fifty
'
' '
"
ins. The Inaugural exeroises toofc-t
Bulk of sales $8.458.55; heavy
Judge Dickinson elicited from the wit- pounds advantage in weight, six inches
'tV't
ness the statement that their sales in
place in the college .armory, In adpackers and 'biiffrhers
height and a reach Hi e the arm of $S.458.55;
BISHOP
TO CONSECR'AT
dition to the new president the prinagencies in several common products, a derrick could not win last night for $8.43(5-8- 00; lights $8.508.60; pigs
21.
Elaborate notably
Ratburst, N. B., May
cipal speakers were President W. O.
rails, were combined after Jess Willard from "Gunboat" Smith, $77.so.
Thompson of Ohio State university, arrangements were completed today their acquisition.
Sheep, receipts 9,000. Market steawho
Reduced This Week
a referee's decision in the
President Ernest F. Nichols of Dart- for the consecration of Rev. Henry J. Taking up the price of steel rails, last earned,
dy to 10 cents higher. Muttons $4
bout.
round
The
of
a
as
Catholic
oRman
bishop
mouth College and President Henry O'Leary
Judge Dickinson
wanted to know heavier
of the more experi 6.50; Colorado lambs $78.50; range
J. Waters of Kansas State Agricultur- of Cliarloitet&wn. The ceremony will whether the Steel corporation did not enced andpunch
veteran counted wethers and yearlings $4.507.00;
al college. The governor and other take place here tomorrow in the Sa make a larger profit on its rails than for more inaggressive
than the bulk range ewes $46.25.
the
result
public officials of New Hampshire, cred Heart church, of which Fathe; its competitors, owing to the fact and
strength of his opponent In the
together with representatives of all O'Leary has been pastor. Archbishop that it owned the railroads over which opinion of Referee Ben Sellg. It was RAILWAY CLAIM AGENTS MEET
Snow White Gowns,
Corset Covers,
h& leading New England colleges, Stagnl, the apostolic delegate to Can the raw materials were
a
transported.
terrific battle between two big men,
Md., May 21. The "safe
Baltimore,
Drawers
Combination
and
Slips,
Suits
will
officiate.
ada,
were Included among the guests.
Mr. Schwab conceded that the
pro- who gave and took
much punish ty first" movement and the liability
PR-ICEDr. Fairchild has long been promS
fits which the corporation's railroads ment.
and compensation laws as applied to
inent in educational work. He began
made in transporting these raw maPHILADELPHIA FENCIBLES
the railroads are the , principal subili is career a3 a school teacher in Ohio
Philadelphia, May 21. The Infant terials ought to be subtracted from
jects slated for discussion at the anStatement
in 1 872. In 1885 he removed to Kan-fa- ry, Battalion, State Fencibles, today the cost of making its rails.
FIREMAN'S FUND INSURANCE CO. nual convention of the Association
For nearly 20 years he served began a four days celebration of its
"Then the corporation has an adof Railway Claim Agents, which held
San Francisco, Cal.
"THE STORE OF QUALITY"
T .
.as one of the regents of the Kansas centennial anniversary. Though, not vantage over its competitors?" insist
its opening sessions in Baltimore toDecember 31. 1912.
"State Agricultural college and in 1907 so old as the Ancient and Honorable ed Judge Dickinson.
$9,268,924.08 day. Mayor Preston delivered an ad
ASSETS
'liecame state superintendent of public Artillery company of Boston or the "Yes,'' replied the witness, "but ondress of welcome t the initial sesLIABILITIES,
Inc'uding
'instruction. He is a former presi-,h-i- Old Guard of New York, the Fen- ly because the Bethlehem Steel corTomorrow the visitors wliltakea
sion.
$6,164,193.51
cjO
fcikd
t'j the Kutional Education asso- - cibles Tan among the most historic poration has not the resources to Capital
trip to Annapolis and down the- Ches
N.Mf
military organizations in the country. build its own railroads."
SURPLUS : '".. . : .
.$WJ30Sf apeake.
I,as
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Appetizing Breakfasts Prepared
Right on the Dining Table

J

An Electric Grill is

Decidedly Inexpensive to Use

See Our Display of Electrical Appliances

LAS VEGAS LIGHT &
POWER CO.
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AMERICAN EXHIBITS IN SPAIN
Madrid, May 21. A display of American live stock forms a prominent
feature of the International Cattle and

PERSONALS

Agricultural Machinery fair, which
R. R. Champion of Rociada came was formally opened here today with
In last night for a short business vis-- an address by King Alfonso. 'Many
American manufacturers of agricultur
it in Las Vegas.
H. B. Roider came in this after- - al implements and machinery are rep- noon from Albuquerque for a short resented at the exhibition
business visit here.
JUMPED INTO TROUBLE
Mrs. H. B. Jones of Chape'ile came
in last evening for a few days' visit
Pekin, 111., May 21. Clyde Stratton
notorious safe robber who made a sen- with friends in Las Vegas.
R. J. Mattheson came in from El sational escape from the United States
Paso this afternoon for a few days' federal penitentiary at Leavenworth,
by crawling
Kansas,' last March,
business visit in Las Vegas.
sewer, for half a
L. J. Hand andC. B. Elarbee ofi through an
Watrous came in this afternoon for a mile, was today taken to Rock Island,
to answer to an indictment
111.,
short business visit in Las Vegas.
of
James Whitmore left last night for charging him with the murder
111.',
busi-nes- s
Cashier
the
of
Crowder
Silvis,
will
where
he
a
be
Albuquerque
visitor for the coming few days. National bank, which was robbed last
Dr. and Mrs. W. T. Brown of the December.
"Valmora sanitarium came in this afternoon for a few days' visit In Las RAILROAD HOLDS CONFERENCE.
s
Washington, May 21 Maxwell
Vegas.
and
N.
H.
Looniis, representing
Mrs. Charles Spiess returned this
afternoon from Santa Fe where she the Southern Pacific, tonferred briefhas been for the past few days visit- ly today with Attorney General
over the dissolution of the
ing friends.
Pacific merJ. W. Bowden, representative for Union
The
ger.
Triniattorney general .said the
the colson Fruit company of
is1 in Las
was one of a series he exconference
on
his
weekly
Vegas
dad,
pected to have looking to an agreebusiness visit.
W. W. Cameron, a Santa Fe Rail- ment upon application.
way official, came in 'iast night from
NOTICE.
his headquarters in El Paso for a
The La Jara Hunting and Fishing
short business visit
L. H. Mosimann of Beulah left this club has leased the La Jara and Tip
northern-fcee- n
morning for his home , after having lakes, which are the two
of th group of Kroenig's lakes
a business visitor in Las
of the Ten Lakes Land company. No
gas for a short time.
Carlos Sanchez, the son of Bias Person will be allowed to hunt or
s
Sanchez, has recovered from his se-- . flsn upon this property except mem-rious
of
hers
the
and
all
club,
persons
He
last
for
left
illness.
night
lnS there must be prepared to show
home at Wagon Mound.
W. G. Ogle, the land man, left last a membership card in this organiza-nigh- t
Otherwise they will be arrest
for Raton where he will be a tion.
business visitor for a short time and ed for trespassing.
THE LA JARA HUNTING
then go to Pueblo, Colo., for a short
AND FISHING CLUB.
visit.
J. A. Milne, representative for the
Elms and Sellon Mills Art Drapery
company of New York, came in hist DR. BOYD WILL GIVE
night for a few Jays' business visit
in Las Vegas.
0HADUAT1NG ADDRESS
Dr. David R. Boyd, president of the
;ew Mexico uuiveisuy ul Aiuuquoique, came in last night. Dr. Boyd will PRESIDENT OF THE NEW MEXICO
UNIVERSITY TO TALK TO
deliver the commencement address to
HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS.
the graduating class of the High
school tonight at the Duncan opera
Dr. David K, Boyd, president of the
hoiibe.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Elizea of Kan- New Mexico State University at Alsas came in last night for a few days' buquerque, arrived in Las Vegas last
visit in Las Vegas. Mr. Elizea is con- evening and tonight will deliver the
nected with a prominent railway com- address to the graduating class of
pany in Kansas and is here for a visit 1913, of the Las Vegas High school.
with his son, who is a patient In a Dr. Boyd is one of the most talented
local hospital.
speakers in the state. It is expected
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Power of Guy-nio- that the exercises wil'i be well atThe program will
Okla., came in last night, accom- tended tonight.
panied by Miss Lizzie Chora of the start at 8:30 o'clock. An excellent
same place, for an indefinite stay In musical prtfgram has been prepared
Las Vegas. They probably will at- by the High school students. The en
tend the summer session of the New tire program Is as follows:
March
Mexico Normal University.
"Good Fellowship'
Mrs. W. J. Fugate'left this afterHigh School Orchestra. J
noon for Gallup where she will re- Invocation
Rev. N. B. Green
main for the coming few days. Mrs. "Morn Rise"
Stephanie Gabotte
Fugate will organize at Gallup a Wo
High School Girls' G'iea Club
man's club which will be a member Commencement Address Dr. David
R. Boyd', President University .of
of the State Federation of Woman's
clubs.
She expects to return from
New Mexico.
Gallup Saturday.
(a) "Orpheus With His Lute"
Mr. and Mrs. O. S. person of ColoShakespeare
rado Springs drove in last evening m (b) "Farewell to 1913"
their Ford automobile en route from
.... Chella Van Petten
their home to Los Angeles, Ca7lf.
High School Girls' Glee Club
Thu3 far they have met with little Presentation of Diplomas
Hon. W. G. Haydon
difficulty on the road, and stated that
the roads in New Mexico were in fair "The .MtU"n-Big- h,
School Girls' G'iee
Club.
shape, but in, need of signs. This
shows that signs cannot be placed on "Garden of Love" High School Orthe roads too soon by the Commercial
chestra.
club, which has made arrangements
Those who: will receive diplomas
to do such work.
tonight are: Gladys Madeline McVay,
Hazel Effie Webb,
Lorraine Marie
Trainer, Julia Sabine Fleck, William
Vernon Schlott, Helen Lillian Nahm,
TOMORROW
Frances Ford Myers, Florida Galle-goat the Y. M. C. A.
.
Ruth Winters..
Admission Is free, and the school
board, the teachers and the graduSenior class 8 o'clock.
ates invite the public to be present.
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You can't always make everything "just so." Sometimes you will
get In more shortening than usual; or make the batter a little thin; or
it may not be convenient to put a cake in the oven the moment It is
mixed; or your oven may not bake evenly and it is necessary to turn
the pan around none of these little uncertainties make the slightest
difference in results if you use

AltlKG rQWDER
This modern, double-raisbaking powder has unusual strength and
is absolutely certain to raise your biscuits, cakes and pastry light and
feathery. It generates an abundance of leavening gas both in the mixis sustained until the dough is
ing bowl and in the oven. The raising
'cooked through.
Housewives who use K C never have "bad luck" with their baking.
Ty K at our risk. Your grocer will refund your money if you are
not pleased Jn every way,
e
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HIGH

SCHOOL

IS

SUCCESSFUL
WITH PLAY
PRODUCTION
CLASS
LAST NIGHT IS ENJOYED BY
A BIG AUDIENCE

THE

WEDNESDAY, MAY 21, 1913.

music. The orchestra is composed of
''
f .
the following members:
Violins Lucy Myers,
Virginia Floyd, Ruth Seelinger,
Thelma Coman, (Edward Johnson,
Cello Philip Kolbo.
Walter Kolbo.
Clarinet-Edw- ard
Cornet Philip Callahan.
Hite. Drums Edward MeloPiano Frances Myers. Direcney.
tress Mrs. Charles Kohn.
'

Leona-Green-cla-

1913

The 1913 class play "Mrs. Briggs
of the Poultry Yard," which was pre
sented by the students of the Las Vegas High school last night at the
Duncan opera house, was well staged.
The young actors made a good show- in?, although the cast was made up
of many students who made their first
appearance on the stage last night.
All the parts were well played.
Edward Meloney, a son of Mrs.
(
Briggs, was without a doubt, the best
character. For expression and naturalness Edward excelled, while his
natural wit caused many a side ache.
Mrs. Briggs, acted by Miss Hazel
Webb, also was a well handled character. Mrs. Briggs' two children,
played

by Miss Gladys

McVay

GOSSIP

OF THE
SHOPS AND YARDS.

Yoiing Man Establish a Credit
If you wish to make a success in business open a cheeking
uwvvu i i win
iivfTT anu w caic u tlCUIL iur IUICI UdC.

2

Paid on Checking Accounts

THE PEOPLES BANK
-

Gene Herber, the well known clerk
Harry Creswick has been hired as at the round, house office, has placed
seal clerk and is now breaking into an application in the division forethe job.
man's office for a position as fireman
on the yard goat. Gene, who is ImEngineer J. R. Kirk has returned mensely large and still Increasing,
from California and has signed up for has decided that the bnly way to
s
hif; regular run.
superfluous flesh is to push a
scoop for a while.
Renard Hertz has been hired as a
fireman and is using his valuable time
C. A. Elliot, tallowpot on the day
handling the scoop for the present.
leave of abgoat, has taken a
sence and will sped that time looking
Louis Montoya, boilermaker helper, oer different parts of the United
has been taken off the list on account States. He will visit Vancouver, Canof the reduction of forces In this de ada, Portland, Oregon, and numerous
partment.
other places that are of equal interest when compared to Las Vegas.
Switchman Fred Waite, who was
pinched a number of weeks ago, has
Sanford Perclval Horton, one of the
recovered and is again on the "biler" most notable boys that have ever
pulling the pins. He will keep out roused engineers and firemen from
of reach of the cars in the future.
threir slumbers, probably will take a
tryat the clerk job after Gene HerMiles Flaiz Is now employed as ber has taken his position on the
night caller, and Arthur Nelson is switch engine. Kenneth Creswick,
holding the day job down during the extra call boy, will take Horton's
absence of tTeueinks.
place,.
re-hi-

and Melina, by Miss Julia Fleck, al
so were excellent. The parts were
played in a most natural and humorous way that, pleased the audience
immensely. "Mrs. O'Connors" the
Irish woman who became irate sev
eral times during the course of events, was among the best played parts.
Th's character .was handled by Miss
Chella Van Petten, who managed it
in the best possible way, and her
interpretation of the Irish brogue was
worthy of mention.
Winters as "Virginia
Miss Ruth
Lee," was a pretty and
Earl Manning and J. A. Oerline have
The "Supes" and the "Freights"
young actress. Miss Frances Myers been hired as brakemen on account
mix themselves in a baseball
vill
handled the part of "Mandy Bates,"
of the rush of business, and also for argument nxt Friday afternoon at the
who had a most beautiful stutter,
the reason that they are first class Santa Fe Railway company baseball
in a fatihful way, and doubtless she
brakies.
to
grounds opposite the office of the sufew
a
be
will
days trying
spending
perintendent. The teams are now on
forget how to chop up the English
C. H. Wells has been assigned the an
Verequal basis, each having won one
language as she did last night.
of extra passenger fireman, tak- game. If a team can be organized that
non Schlott and Miss Lorraiiie Trainor place
the place of Fireman T. G. Car-vi- can play first class hall this year
as "Mr. and Mrs. Lee," did not have ing
who
has been assigned to the 1357 it is possible that an aggregation may
heavy parts, but they did the work
regular.
be sent to Raton or other places to
assigned them in a capable manner.
of
try for honors. The game last Sunthe
part
Phillip Callahan handled
Fireman J. J. Raftery has been as- day resulted in a score of 22 to 13
too
a
trifle
was
He
"Ralph Briggs."
crew on the in favor of the freight office bunch.
signed to the fourth
dramatic, but showed stage presence Glorieta mountain. Fireman W.
The Freights have a big blow coming
and ability. "Daisy," a friend of "Virnow take first crew on for the reason that the Supes found
will
ginia Lee," was ably portrayed by the same hill.
it necessary to hire a number of stars
Green,"
Miss Helen Nahm. "Silas
to assist them. Zeke Selover and Sun
bv Frank McCullough, and Miss Flo
A. T.
has
Johnson
Boilermaker
shine Huyck composed the battery for
their
rida Gallegos as a nurse carried
leave of the Supes and Elledge with McPhate
placed an order for a
well.
parts
absence and will take a trip to Kan- held down the battery job for the
All the parts were well handled and
sas
City and other points the latter Freights.
the students deserve credit for the
of this week.
part
showing they made. Miss Katherine
R. A. Rutledge, whose appointment
Davis had charge of the play, and for
Fireman Joe Sundt has been
as
chief engineer of eastern lines of
deshe
the
the success of
production
a delegate to the national the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe
serves much credit.
convention of the order of B. of L. F. has already been announced, wa,i born
The play opened in the first act and will leave soon for Washington
December 13, 1863, at Jamestown, Pa;
with Mrs. Briggs employed in her where the convention
to be held.
He attended the University of Kanhumble vocation, that of a washerwo
sas
from 1884 to 1891, and began railman. Troubles come faster than she
J. B. Floyd has been employer as way work August 1, 1892, with the
can manage them. Her 'son, Ralph, stock
yards foreman temporarily dur- Gulf, Colorado and Santa Fe. From
leaves home and is soon followed by ing the stock rush. Chief of the Wip- 1894 to 1896
he was city engineer at
the other son Jimmie. Virginia Lee, ers Lancaster has taken the place vaand county supervisor
Colo.,
Florence,
the daughter of a rich citizen of the cated by Floyd in the supply house.
Fremont
of
Colo., and was
County,
town, has fallen in love with Ralph
June
until
15, 1897, surveyor Unithen
Briggs, and, much, against the wishes
well ted States department of mines at
Collier,
Engineer Thomas
of her father, persist in pushing the known on the Santa Fe branch, has
Cripple Creek district, Colo. Pie recase by frequenting the home of the returned from his
leave of ab- turned to railway service on the latBriggs'.
Virgina finally decides that sence and is pulling the whistle card ter date as. instrumentman for the
in order to have her own way about on the giant engine of the branch
Gulf, Colorado and Santa Fe. On De
her troubles she must be frank and again,
1 of the following year he
cember
leave her home until matters are
was
assistant engineer, and
made
straightened out. The act closes with
Brakemeii Lee Crites and CharieS from October, 1904 to January, 19J0,
for
will
Virginia declaring that she
Scott have changed places. Lee will was resident engineer of the same
sake her home for Ralph Briggs.
throw the switches for Swallow, and road. He was then promoted to asThe second act runs through the Charlie will flag on the rear end of
sistant chief engineer of that road.
regular course of events and as Christ- McDonald's buggy, which Is now un with
headquarters at Galveston, Texmas nears, the Briggs children are der the management of P. Stewart.
as which position- he held until he
Inquisitive as to their Christmas. They
was appointed chief engineer cf the
finally are fixed out with a number
A. L. Schaffer has resigned his po- eastern lines of the Santa Fe.
of. presents,, but only after they have sition as blacksmith and has been
experienced a number of disappoint- placed on the lits as a firemen. C. L.
Edward Chambers, assistant freight
ments. Mrs. Briggs in this act de- Lancaster, who has been employed In
traffic
manager of the Atchison, Tocides to tako up her life business as the blacksmith shop as a helper for
Santa Fe Coast lines, has
and
peka
a chicken farmer. She endeavors to Schaffer, also has the fever, and has been elected vice
president, In charg"
obtain money from Silas Green, a decided to take a try at riding the of
with headquarters at Chitraffic,
rich bachelor, but in doing so makes hogs over the road.
cago,
succeeding George T. NicholSilas think that she is in love with
son, deceased. Mr. Chambers was
him. This act is. full of humor that
"Kid" Burns, the fighter and train born February 16, 1859, at Wauke?ari,
makes the play interesting. The er, of fighters, has been promoted. 111., and was educated in the
public
scene closes with Mrs., Briggs receiv-a- n Burns is now in the blacksmith shop schools.
His entire railway service
"incubus," the term she used for doing the job as helper in the place has been with the Atchison, Topeka
incubator, from herson. Ralph, who is of Lancaster, who has resigned lo be and Santa Fe system, with which road
in the city, and also receiving her a fireman. Burns says that inside he
began work In November, 1878,
son Jimmie back again.
of a few months his muscles will be as a freight handler on the platform
The third act opens with Mrs. in shape for him to meet Jack John- at Pueblo, Colo. He remained at that
Briggs employed at her new busi son providing that Johnson will make place until 1883, successively as check
ness of a chicken farmer. This act the necessary weight. Burns says that clerk, foreman of transfer
platform,
Silas 10 years would be sufficient under and cashier. He was then transfer
ends with everybody happy.
Green returns in this act, and seeing the cirmustances.
red to San Diego, Calif., as local
the prosperous business of Mr.
agent, and in 18S7 became' local agent
Briggs. decides that now is the time
Philip School, the lathe man, and at Los Angeles, Calif. Seven years
for him to enter the bonds of matri Henry Biseman, machinist, have tak- Inter be was
promoted to assistant
mony, but Mrs. Briggs is not inclined en a few days' vacation. They have general freight agent at that point;
to think that way, so Silas, to got decided to use that time in a hunting from 1894 to 1896 he was general
even, marries a hired girl by the name expedition. After purchasing all the freight agent, with headquarters at
of Mandy Bates. The act closes with .22 caliber bullets that were in the the same place, and then until March.
Mr. Lee congratulating Ralph, who city the much excited hunters left yes- 1905, he was freight traffic manager
has returned from the city, and Vir1-ni- a terday. Philip has his mind set on of the Coast lines, with office at San
happy with her lover.
getting a bear, while Henry, being Francisco, Calif. He relinquishes the
One of the enjoyable features of the German, would just as soon sit in the duties of the latter position June 1
evening was the playing of the High shade and dream of his big steins of to become vice president of the Sanschool orchestra, an organization led lager. Before going on the trip the ta Fe system, In charge of traffic, as
by Mrs. Charles Kohn. Though the hoys took out life Insurance policies, above noted.
orchestra has been in existence but according to the statements of their
a few months. It furnishes excellent friends.
F. M. Bisbee, who recently was ap- d
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Fireman W. G. Moulten has been
assigned the first local out of Las
Vegas.

jj

-

pointed chief engineer of the western
lines of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe with headquarters at Amarillo,
Tex., was born September 27, J.855,
at Brunswick, Me. He was educated
at the University of Maine, and began
railway work in 1878 with the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe as rodman.
Later he was transitman, and subsequently went to the Mexican Central
as superintendent of construction, afterwards returning to the Santa Fe
as superintendent of tracklaying. He
was then made superintendent
of
track, bridges and buildings of the
Gulf, Colorado and Santa Fe, and later until October, 1896, wag superintendent of track, bridges and building of the St. Louis and San Francisco. ' From'October, 1896 to July, 1900,
Mr. Bisbee was general manager, and
chief engineer of the Tennessee Cen
tral, and from January, 1901, to July,
1903 he was general manager of the
Los Angeles Land and Water 'company. He was then until 1904 engi
neer for B. Lantry and Sons, railroad
contractors, at Ft. Madison, Iowa. In
July, 1904, he became engineer of the
western lines of the Atchison, Topeka
and Santa Fe at La Junta, Colo.,
which position he held until he was
promoted to chief engineer of thore
lines, as above noted.
,
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O'llARAj NOT GUILTY OF

MORALITY CHARGE
so

THE ILLINOIS SEN.
ATE AFTER A RlOUD

DECIDES

Springfield,

111.,

May

Lieuten-

21.

ant Governor Barrett O'Hara was

ex-

onerated of charges of immorality by
the special senate committee which
today reported its findings to the
senate.
Miss Maude Robinson ot
Springfield, who signed the affidavit,
the substance of which was that under assumed names she and the lieutenant governor were registered in a
Chicago hotel as man and wife, and
Sam Davis ot Springfield, at whose
Instance the affidavit was prepared,
were charged by the Investigating
committee with attempting to obcomstruct the work of the anti-vic- e
mission, of which Lieutenant Governor O'Hara Is chairman.
Davis feared that he would be subjected1 to severe examination if called
by the white s'iave commission, the
committee found, and caused the affidavit to be prepared to deter the
lieutenant governor and the other
commissioners from closely questioning him
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Round trip tickets will be on sale
; daily, commencing June 1 (o September 30, 1913, good to return
up to and including Oct. 31 1913.
(Pueblo . . S11.C3
Fare for roimd trip Colo, Sp'gs $13.70
(Denver, . . $16.60
:

Tickets are first class good for ?,k
overs ;in either direction within fir- limit. ' For fares to oilier poir.lc
call at ticket office.
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FADS AND
FASHIONS

all space and is the same in the next
world as in this, if he by any means
is permitted to know and why not?
If useful living, temperate and clean
expenditure of that old pile of gold,
helpful expenditure, more on babies
than on dogs, efforts to "lay up treas-us- e
in heaven," as seen In the lives of
the third generation, no doubt the old
man would be glad. For in this way
he would be getting some good from
TO his gold himself.

SPENT

New York, May 21. Now that prov- gerie frocks are endless and generalident women are busy with prepar- ly most attractive. Cheruit is to be
ing their outfits for the summer, they thanked for giving us the
net lining of transparent waists. WOULD HE BE SO ANXIOUS
are confronted with many intricate
PROVIDE WEALTH FOR HIS
This
faint undertone of rose is very
the
them
chief
among
problems,
DESCENDANTS?
question as to the style of frock It alluring. One finds It rtot only in the
thin
waists
in
also
but
to
would be best for them
chose. It
wraps and
The third generation enters into all
may be said that skirts of wash ma- blouses of exceedingly white satin.
the
enjoyments of the big fortune.
The fancy for fastening some of
terial are either plain, flounced, or
women own, each,
with tunics. (Soine; attempts have the trimmings to the lining bodies, Three pretty young
cars. Any day
motor
several
costly
fceefl made to produce draped skirts where they show through the other
creatures
these
young
now,
happy
bodice
are
or
or
net
results
chiffon or lace, is
in the tub frocks, but the
the
down
seen
grand
bo
spinning
eingularly unattractive In most cases. firmly rooted. One lovely bodice o, may
along
the
under
young
leafage,
avenue,
If they do not please before the dress ""uD nucijr yiBtuea cnition snows a
of spring, says
3a washed and ironed, what can be band or cerise ribbon drawn across the flowering highways
E. J. Haynes in the New York Mail.
expected of them after they have the back, under the arms, across the
Do they dwell much, In thought, updisfront
and
to
those
lieen submitted
always
emerging to tie in a loose
on
that tall, patient, ever burdened
turbing processes? The tunic is cap- bow on the chest. Similarly, ribbon
who accumulated for them
grandfather
is.
of
bound
about the e'ibow under the
able of an almost infinite variety
millions of dollars? Per
four
three
of
treatment, and it makes possible the chiffon, on the thick silk under bodremember him, as
cannot
they
haps
ice
and
emerges to tie in a bow on
jieneral silhouette required by fashion.
the older neighbors of the town do.
For the lighter materials it is unques- each sleeve.
Brocaded etamine is combined with Perhaps they rarely see his picture,
tionably the best idea on which to
Hercules who gathered
and
plain eponage In many Interesting this shrewd
work. In the case of the slight
this
all
wealth, enjoying so little of
girlish figure, the flounced skirt is ways. One summer frock shows a
it.
an attractive rival of the tunic. In the skirt of white eponge, banded at the
Probably the motor cars seem to
heavier
materials, such as linens, bottom with yellow and white brocad.
these
dear girls the natural parts of
ratines, and their allies, the plain ed etamine. The bodice cut with a life on this globe, as the fine resiskirt Is best for more reasons than peplum, is made of the etamine and'
of their mother, the old man's
one. But in these cases the plain- opens over a vest of white net with dence
seems
such a house and home
heir,
ness can be broken by a deceptive plaited frills running from the waist
as
naturally grows on bushes. To
treatment of lapping seams which to round the neck. The girdle la of
such a residence does not.
sure
be
Kive the main lines of draped skirts folded ribbon In violet, yellow and
on
bushes, hut then
grow
everybody's
dull
blue
colors harmoniously blend
without any desirable bunchiness.
different
from the
are
bushes
their
Collarettes, or ruffs, are being ed and softened.
of
roadside
the
wild
along
growth
Wash silk petticoats are a useful
urged for women by all classes of
life.
addition to any wardrobe, be It limitdealers, and the women are respondThe point is that all the fruition of
ed or not. They are made of some
have
to
seem
ing with alacrity. They
its gilding, its velvet, its sun
wealth,
what
heavy silk. Silk and cotton,
taken most kindly to the full ruehlng
its
luxury, fall into the laps of
tub silk, is almost as dur-ah- light,
of malines, tied with a bow of satin
who were as yet unborn,
girls
young
as heavy
material and is
ribbon to match. These are becomnot even in existence, when this giant
more
for
durable,
petticoats, at least,
ing to some women, and, of course,
with the sharp eye and the bent Bhoul-derare rather a necessity with the pres- than cheap all silk. The petticoats
was getting it together. He sureent collarless, or nest to collarless are made In striped patterns with
none of the music out of the
took
scant bias flounces at the bottom. ly
styles.
if it was music in his
except
money,
They can be worn with any light
Quite practical as an accessory is street costume.
called one of the most sucto
ears
be
One of violet and
the separate white collar to bo worn
town. He was no miswhite in narrow stripes could be worn cessful men in
with the coat. A few years ago girls
well.
But he tasted no
with tan, green or violet outside er. He lived
and younger women wore embroiderno
luxuries. Nov
snatched
he
one of tan and' white would leisure,
ed white collars over their coat lap- skirts;
are havthird
these
people
generation
find many uses, and more decided
such a
els, but the present renaissance of colors
a
such
along
time,
happy
would be useful to wear with ing
the fashion is in a different form.
what explanaWith
smooth
path!
a few frocks.
The collars now worn are much more
themselves as to
White silk stockings laced with tions do they satisfy
come
sittraetive and elaborate.' They
their lives and
between
difference
the
black silk cords from the instep to
in all the modifications of the square
about them?
lives
other
young
the knee at the outside of the 'eg
or rounded cut and very often and in
There Is a shout of glee at the
are worn over foundation stockings
the long ruffle or pleating which is
and a bevy of other youth
of bright color green, cerise or blue
o great a fad just now. Others are
The colored stockings are worn to arrives, and the golf grounds are waitin the shape of a modified fichu.
match the accessories of the white ing.
They are both becoming and practical, warm
And the founder of this fortune, at
weather costume, parasol, belt,
sis they protect the waist nnderneath.
exact moment for, of course, he
this
handkerchief
and
hat
and
trim
gown
Kspecially with a collarfes3 blouse
somewhere beyond this mortal
lives
and are worn with white shoes
they are almost necessary. Otherwise ming,
how does it strike him? Hw
globe
Now
that black and white combina
the hard line of the coat is very trytions are said to be out of date black grandchildren, whom he never saw,
ing both in appearance and in feel
is used In startling contrast to some for they were not, he would need some
ing.
of
the bright colors in vogue. A par- introduction If this moment he came
Frills of the most engaging charm
the path, under the portecocher,
are the conspicuous feature of the asol of black satin s broadly banded up
was
with cerise and a purple parasol Is among all this jolly company He
separate blouses which have appear
v as very
He
dress.
of
his
not
careful
ed in a perfect flood of grace and edged with a deep scalloped black tall. He was bowed with care, Intel- Almost every blouse dis- band of watered silk.
Ibeauty.
ectnal and commanding, wns habtti- FLORENCE FAIRBANKS.
played In the numerous shops and
ally careworn and sad. Probably as
fashion establishments In New York
he came up under the trees he would
HOW'S THIS?
fcas some kind of fri'il In its makeup.
a vagabond, but certainly
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re- not appear
Yet, the variety in the forms of these
not
would
he
appear as belonging to
anv
ward
case
for
Catarrh that
frills Is so great that they do not Im- cannot be cured b of
Hail's Catarrh 'our set," and the smart young fel
press one as being too common, Cure.
ap- lows would step between thisF. J. CHENEY & oO.,
ilandsome models are, of course,
wo
the
and
young
oaching stranger
Toledo, Ohio.
(quite expensive, but a woman clever
men.
known
have
the
We,
undersigned,
with the needle, can easily make for F.
His thoughts are what we seek.
J. Cheney for the last 15 year3,
Jierself a charming frill at very small and believe
him perfectly honorable How would the end of his wealt'i
in all business transactions and finan(cost.
strike this fine old slave of the first
The change from the plain French cially able to carry out any obliga- generation? Alas, we cannot know.
Ibacks and the plain fronts, with only tions made by his ivrm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE, The specter does not speak.
one tuck at the shoulder seam, which
Toledo, Ohio.
Earnestly address him. Point out to
liave characterized the shirt waists
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter- him his own flesh and blood. No, not,
i recent years, to the present styles nally, acting directly upon the blood that one by the statue, but the next
Ss a radical one. The latest designs, and mucous surfaces of the system.
beautiful as a hymph;
Testlmonplals sent free. Price 75 young thing,
especially In the crepe de Chine and cents per bottle. Sold' by all Drug- she is your grandchild.
the voile waists, have deep yokes into gists.
And does not blood answer to blood
Take Hall's Family Pills for con- so that you recognize your own grand
'which the lower part is gathered with
considerable fullness. The yoke runs stipation.
son frowning there as you approacn?
lown In many cases on to the arm,
For these you toiled. For these those
Barbed wire cuts, ragged wounds,
sometimes even as far as the elbow,
often weeks when the
heal up mad hours,
and the sleeve is gathered Into It. collar and harness galls
came
and
your hair turned groy
SNOW crisis
BALLARD'S
The yoke and the armbile re finish- quickly when
a night. But you won. It was all
LINIMENT Is applied. It is both heal.
ed with a cording of tho material.
these.
Price 25c, 50c for
Now that you review it all, did it
All this is very well iu theory, but ing and antiseptic.
Sold
Central
bottle.
by
the average woman, arrayed in one and $1.00 per
pay? You know you always brought
Co.
of these waists, certainly suggests a Drug
everything to the touchstone. Does
meal sack. The front shirring is all
it pay? Of course, for love no price
PUlb repay your con- ia too high.
tne
back
Foley
You love these third
Kidney
the
from
viewed
But
right.
ffect of this arrangement is by no fidence in their hefling and curative generation strangers, do you not, and
qualities. Any kidney or niadder dis are satisfied?
means always attractive.
ease net beyond the reach of medi
But always, away back there is this
the
at
are
used
Buttons
extensively
cine win yield to their use. Mrs. Cor- now silent man. He did it all. Surely
and
button
and
time
crystal
present
delia
Ardeola, Mo., says, "1 the third generition, being vocal wit'i
those covered with material, seem to had copeland,
bladder irouble foT life, they have something to say. They
and
kidney
be in the lead; The colored crystal over a
year and 5 bottles of Foley an speak softly to the world, not ar
liuttons areu sed on many of the tail- Pills cured me." It is the rogantly nor flippantly, but with kind
Kidney
ord suits, even those in heavy, dark same
from every one who uses words.
story
ornament
But they also
materials.
All say,
'hem.
they cured me," O
They can be humble in speech, full
the sheerest of blouses and lingerie
Cross Drug well knowing that great numbers of
Red
Srhaefc.r
and
rock3. A3 for the covered buttons,
their fellow men do distinctly rememare so Store.
jllioy are of all kinds. Some
ber that eld man, who by honest skill
row
a
in
set
are
when
they
tiny that
WOMAN
Y
EV.
an
picked their fortune out of the mud
like
INTERESTS
THIS
Hhey look, at a little distance,
wiiile they were as yet unborn. These
A. family doctor said recently that
braid.' Others are
or
cord
frregnlar
are always seeing that first
that
him
come
women
to
thinking
flat and larger than a silver quarter.
when
as often as any of the third
but
female
trouble,
have
but
generation
sizes
different
they
JiuUons of several
and
their
for
kidneys
generation flit Into view, and there is
of the same material and shape are he treats them
la
much in their minds that they talf
recover.
This
soon
white
On
they
jiS. .1 on the same dress.
men will talk. The
waists or dresses, trimmed with co'i-- worth knowing and also that Foley rl.iht out, for
of Europe coined a
eldest
safest
and
are
the
best
Pl'ila
the
aristocracy
of
Kidney
crystal buttons with a rim
are
"Noblesse
a
oblige."
to
times.
such
at
silk
phrase
medicine
They
with
on
sewed
are
jKiunp color
The third generation certainly can
tonte In action, quick In results. They
worth while to that old
r,e nRvs in which color is com-- . will help you. O. G. Schaofer and Re make ifit seem
the moral law runs through
man,
v Ii white in wa!:ts and lin Cross D"sr Store.
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RESTAURANT

CAFF

ANO

8HORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE

I

'.II

LOBBY

ALWAYS HANDLED

1

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & L. O. O. MOOSE
A.

Regular communication first and
third Thursday in
each month. Visiting
brothers cordially in-

A

COLUMW

M.

Meets second aval
fourth Thursday evening east
month at W. O. W. Hall. Vlsitlai
brothers cordially invited. Dr. B
W.
J. ThoraaUi
Houf, Dictator;
Secretary.

Health a Factor In Success.
The largest factor contributing to
a man's success is undoubtedly health.
It has been observed that a man is
vited. Wm. P. Mills,
seldom sick when his bowels are regADVERW. M., H. S .an Pette-n- , Secretary. J. .E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 641.
ular- he is never well when they are RATES FOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS
constipated. For constipation you
I. O. of B. B. Meet
every first
will find nothing quite so good as
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2, Tuesday of the month in the vestry
not Five cent
Chamberlain's Tablets. They
per line eacn insertion.
rooms of Temple Monteflore at I
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg- only move the bowels but improve Estimate tlx
ordinary words to a line.
dithe
and
the appetite
ftCaular
conclave
d Tuea- - o'clock p. ni. Visiting brothers art
strengthen
gestion.
They aro sold by all deal- No ad to occupy less space than two
Isaac AppeL
gfjo' day in eacjj month at Mar cordially invited.
lines. Ai!
ers.
advertla merits chargad
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Q. H.
President; Charles Greenclay, See
will be booked at space actually
t,
KlnkeL E. C; Chas. Tamme, Reretary.
NEW TRANSATLANTIC SERVICE
without regard to number of word.
corder.
c
Berlin, May 21. A new transAtlan-ti- Cash In advance preferred
0. O. F. LAS VEGA8 LODGE NO.
service of the Hamburg-America1.
LAS
VEGA8
ROYNO.
Meets every Monday evening al
CHAPTER
3.
line was inaugurated today with the
AL
hall on Sixth street All vlslV
ARCH
MASONS
con
their
Regilar
sailing of the steamship Cincinnati
vocation first Monday in
lng brethren cordially invited to aV
from Hamburg for Boston. A regular
tend. F. D. Fries, N. G.: Gui
each month at Masonic
weekly schedule of sailings between
Lehman, V. G.; T. M. Elwood
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
the 4wo ports will be maintained, with
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
Secretary; Karl Wertz. Treasurer;
Boulogne and Southampton as ports
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery truste.
Blood,
Secretary.
of call.
Sallow complexion Is due to a torHERBINE purifies and
pid liver.
strengtheno the liver and bowels and
restores the rosy bloom of health to
the cheek. Price 50c. Sold by Cen-

tral Drug

Co.

The spring months often find a
woman tired out, with pain in back,
hips and head, nervous and sleepless.
Folep Kidney Pills will quickly prove
their worth and value as a healer of
all kidney and bladder ailments and
They are a splendid
irregularities.
for
rheumatism, clearing the
remedy
uric acid from the joints and system.
Try them. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross

Drug Storp.
K.

OF

P.

OF GEORGIA

Waycross, Ga., May 21. A large at
tendance marked the opening here to
h
state conven
day of the
tion of the Knights of Pythias. Mayor
Reed delivered an adress of welcome
at the opening session this morning
and Grand Chancellor .1. W. Austin
of Atlanta responded for the vistors
forty-fourt-

TAX PAYMENTS
Notice is hereby given

that

any

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
Love at Woodmen of the World
hall, on the second and fourth
Mondays of each month at 8 p. m.
C. H. Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmle,
.Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Local DepWANTED Man with family to do
FRATERNAL
NO.
BROTHERHOOD
uty. Visiting members are espe:
farm
work.
W. W. Lynam,
general
102 Mees every Monday night at
daily welcome and cordially InvitWatrous, N. M.
ed.
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglak avenue.at
8 o'clock.
are
Visiting
ATTO1US10V&
J. C. Wertz,
cordially welcome.
president; J. T. Buhler secretary;
FOR RENT Furnished
HUNKER & HUNKER
house or
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
rooms for light housekeeping. Miss
George H. Hunker Chester A. Hubs
Attorneya-at-LaRichley, 508 Main avenue,
B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
New Mexs
Las Vegas.
fourth
Tuesday evening of each
FOR
RENT Two
housekeeping
month Elks home on Ninth streff'
rooms. 414 Seventh street.
and Douglas avenue. Visiting broth-ersarcordially Invited. Gov. Wm. DR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTIf
FOR RENT Suite of nicely furnished
Crockett Building.
J. Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Conhousekeeping rooms, electrict lights.
Mala in
Office Telephone
don. Secretary.
918
bath, etc. Excellent location.
Main is
House Telephone
Eighth street.
COUN
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
OR. F. B. HUXMANN
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
FOR RENT Modern furnished flat,
in O. R. C. Hall,
Dentist
fourth
Thursday
511 Ninth street.
Dent'i work of any descriptlos
Pioneer
building.
Visiting members are cordially Invited. Richard moderate prices.
Room 1 Center Block. Tel. Main
Devlne, Q. K.; Frank Angel, I". 8.
Las Vegas, N. M.
NO.
I
LODGE
DORADO
FOR RENT Three sunny rooms EL
KNIGHTS OF PY Professional Health Culture for Ladle
suitable for light housekeeping. InMRS. OLLIE SHEARER
TH I AS Meets
quire 623 Twelfth street.
Hair and Seal
ery Monday even General Massage,
Manicure
Facial
Treatment,
Massage,
BABY chicks 10 cents. ThoroughJng in Castle Hall
Plaza Hotel.
bred Single Comb Rhode Island
Knighti
Visiting
ure cordially lnvlt Office hours 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m
Reds and Barred Rocks. Mrs. Geo.
OPTIC'8

MAIN

NUMEER,

PAN8FORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
8. Meets flrat and third Fridays
at 7:30 p. m. in Masonic Temple,
Mrs. J. O. Rutledxe, Worthy Matron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
Telephone Main 329.

a.

Wanted

For Re t

for Sstie

taxes yet unpaid for A. D. 1912, will
become delinquent on June 1, 1913,
and after July 1, 1913 will be subject
to a penalty of five per centum.
Further notice is hereby given, that
after July 1, 1913, notice will be duly
fci. Chas. Liebacn
Tudor, Osage City, Kan.
Cure' for stomach Disorders.
published of the publto sale of all
Disorders of the stomach may be
D.
Chancelloi
A.
taxes
of
which
aer,
property upon
Commander. Harrj avoided by the use of Chamberlain's
1912 remain unpaid at the date Bet FOR SALE A good refrigerator;
J.
Tablets. Many very remarkable cures
C.
Normal
M.
C. A.
or Y.
for such sale, and such property upry Martin, Keeper of Records and have been effected by these tablets
Baker,
Seal.
on which taxes of 1912 are then delin
Sold by all de-"quent, will be sold as required by the 100 BUFF ROCK baby chicks, $12;
cash with order. Mrs. M. E. Stevsession Laws of 1913.
ens, Humboldt, Kan.
Dated at Las Vegas, N. M., May 14,
er.

i

CRYSTAL ICE

1913.
EUGENIO ROMERO,
Collector, San
County, N. M.

Treasurer and
Miguel

AUTOMOBILE,

From pistilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing but Pure Ice.
20c per 100 lbs
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery .:
40c per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
50c per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery

CARRIAGE

AMD

SIGN PAINTING

For YOU!

429 GRAND AVE.

This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon
-i- f you use
EMPRESS
FLOUR

5

1

,

I

and Glazing.

LOCAL TIME

o

I

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
STAMPS
FIVE
BRINGS YOU THE
IT 'S
SPOON
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
A A
SONS'
'A
STANDARD

V

SILVER
P L AT E
BEAUTIFUL

FRENCH-- f
GREY (STERLING) FINISH

r,

EMPRESS
can be
tained

ob- -

in this city from

ALL GROCERS

CAP

Arrive
No.

No.
No.
No.
No.
jj

No.
No.

No.

9:10 p. m
4
11:05 n. m
8
2:05 a. m
: 45 n.
10.
m
WEST BOUND
I
1:20 p. m
3
6:10 a. m
7
4:20 p. m
...'. 6:35 n. m
5.

.

.

.

.

1

RETAIL PRICES
2,000

lbs--

,

or. More,

Each Del very

1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 IBs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery

Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

EAST BOUND

do any
way when you
learn how Much

Made by GERMAN PROCESS

3

Estimates cheerfully Given,
eat Bide Plata
Old Toi

you d

BetterEMPRESS
FLOUR rtalk is.

Lincoln Ave

lardwood Finishing, Paper Hangla

something

ing

1200

Phone Main 227

HOUSE AND 8IGN PAINTING

giving you
a present for do

-.-1

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.

PETER P. MACKEL

5

.

HEUMAN

N. O.

Bepr

:15 p
d
2:10 a
2:10

-

20c
25c
30c
40c
50c

per
per
per
per
per

100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.

AGU A PUR A COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity a
Lasting Qualities ot Whioh Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

1:45
6:15 a. n
4:30 p.
7:00 n

ANT Ads
Are Best

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
April 1, 1913.
Notice Is hereby given that Vin
cento Ciddio of East Laa Vegas,' who,
on December IS, 190', made homestead entry, No. 05201, tor W
NV
M section 31, W
SW V section 30,
township 14 N, range 17 E, N. M. p.
M., has filed notice of intention to
make five year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before Leo M. Tipton, U. S. commis
sioner, at East Las Vegas, N. M., on
June 7, 1913.
o
Claimant names as witnesses:
and
Pedro
East
Ciddio,
Abeyta
Las Vegas, N. M.; Crescenciana Tru-jillLas Vegas, N. M., Lucinda J. de
Trujiilo, East Las Vegas, N. M.
Vlc-torln-

MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register.

JMSil,

W We

Market Finders

Classified add. search .out the people to whom amonj all
those who MIGHT BUY the particular thlag it worth most

"

That property you want to sell Is WORTH MOST iO somsoas
who reads the ads. In this newspaper and would never hear
your property unless It were advertised here.
Others, who read and ana rer adB. in this newspaper want (afl
are anxious to pay eash for) books, t automobiles, used macbinary
and furniture, article of Ksetulnesa of any sort, and musical
As the classified ads. are read bj all possible buyers, of all
have coma to be finders of tba beat
sible sorts of things, they
'

pos-

1

?

if

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

BABY'S HAIR

FOREIGN NEWS NOTES
London, May 21 The two militant
suffragettes who recently captured
"The Monument," When's masterpiece,
which stands near the northern approach to London Bridge, commemorating the great fire of 166C, knew that
they were in, grave danger of personal
injury from the exasperated crowd
which gathered about the hase of the
structure, (but they havte not yet
learned that their temporary abode
was in even greater peril. Overlpok-in- g
the monument is one of his majesty's tax collecting offices, and in
the office sat one of that type of the
king's tax collectors who never overlook anything that may add to the
Lloyd George budget.
This collector, after hastily reading
the law relating to the imposition of
the inhabited house tax, sought the
police inspector in charge of the squad
besieging the monument and begged
him for permission to present the suffragette garrison with a demand for
inhabited house duty on the ground
that, having dispossessed the caretaker, the two women were the de
fcto occupants of the structure. As
the tax collector mournfully confessed
later, the inspector was the usual
type of London police official without

the requisite imagination to

militants,
self that
a rather
beautiful

because he flattered him
the adjusters would permit
steep assessment on this
structure.

The innocuous bombs which have
been discoveiert near various banks
in London recently were not placed
theie by practical jokers, as the police have been inclined to believe,
but, accoiding to a member of the mil
itant organization, the fake explosives
were left by recruits of the Women's
Social and Political Union, who were
being tested by their leaders as to thei
fitness for more serious forays.
It seems that a militant member
who was suspected of being an agent
of Scotland Yard was given a bomb
to place in the doorway of a well
known bank. It was of the usual milk
can variety, filled with black powder,
and with an electric fuse attached.
The suspected member hastened to
Scotland Yard with the bomb, where
it was very gingerly conveyed to the

Men, Let Me Talk
old. Common,
acco-Sens- e
to Y on

I know tobacco, and
1 can tell
you there
two
kinds of
are only
bacco and Poor

w

5

"A
.V.Jrvy
1

Here : my message tc yen
Don't pay double

....

a

s

Irs Tins
it vould

cost you

double

tobacco

jusi because you get it in a

With MASCOT in the
but
is
as
it
good tobacco as field, that
is
ever came out of Kenmoney-waston
The
no
reason
can
I
tucky.
longer necessary
sell you ten cent quality your part. Quit it.
and quantity for a nickel
MASCOT isn't an ordiis I pack MASCOT in
'5 cent tobacco. In
nary
an inexpensive moisture-proo- f
it stands
quality
cloth pouch.
with the
, Tin boxes cost money. ten centers.
It is the
The manufacturer passes very cleanest, carefully-cure- d
Costs only 5 cents

tin-bo- x,

poat-fodd-

er

o

shoulder-to-sho-

ulder

--

that cost on

to you. You
You can't
for
tin.
pay
smoke tin; but you buy
tin in order to get GOOD

tobacco.

mild old Burley
the
best Kentucky
leaf,
grows, aged until it is
mellow and sweet and

fragrant; then sliced,

5

re- -

roiled and
crushed until all the
tobacco runs uniand
formly through
none of it " :sraokes

sliced,

in streaks."
j firm

1

f

O

'

'i F'J

Men, you can't
better tobacco.
buy
V You
take my word
and just try it,

i

(

'1

"How do you like the boarders
wnere you live?
"They're too fuss v. Mrs TWon.
Lodge has to cook over nil tha
for them before they'll eat 'em when
( d
just as soon take em as they come
Tom tne taoie.

Idea

TOO BAD

in
0

IN

t

Auveru sing

w

If)

.j,

"Where shall I go?"
"What shall I do?"
"What shall I wear?"
"What shall eat?M
"Where shall I live?"

THE DEEP

ft

The first merchant vessel to leave
with
England armed in accordance
the proposals of Winston Churchill,
first lord of the admiralty, has sailed
for South America.
She is the Ara-goof the Royal Mail line, and she
brings home from the Argentine great
(juanties of chilled meat. Her sister
ship, the Amazon, which Is now comoutfitted.
pleting, will be similarly
The necessary structural
arrangements were made
while the ships
were building and to each vessel the
admiralty has supplied two 4.7 Inch
euns. The officers and seamen of the
steamers include a large number of
Royal Naval reserve men, who inease
of an emergency would be capable of
manning the guns.
This' armament Is of course not in-

OF COURSE

NOT

tended for offensive purposes, but the
admiralty believes that for defensive
purposes it is sufficient to count" "ict
"Why, he even Imprinted a kiss upthe risk of attack from lightly
on my lips."
inis
the
foreign merchant ships. It
"But that kind of printing doesn't
tention that a large number of steam- show."
ers, especially those engaged In carrying food supplies, shall be thus
AWFUL
aimed in the future.
The scheme is entirely
separate
from that by which larger steamers,
such as the Mauretania and Lusitania
and the new steamers proposed for
the Canadian service, are under contract with the government to be armed in case of war for both offensive
and defensive purposes.
The German government has similar arrangements with the German
lines, some of the vessels of which are
so built that they could be converted
into very formidable merchant

Buy it today.

!"r--- .

In Pouch 5 c

instructive

keeps him In hot water."

CRUSHED CUT TOBACCO

I

The

general strike of British seamen
is to be declared early In June as the
sequel to the agitation for a national
conciliation board to regulate work
ing conditions on board ship, and it is
possible, unless the demand is acceded, to that the transport workers
throughout the oountry will come out
in sympathy.
Tom Mann, who organized the great
transport strike of two years ago, has
been engaged by the National Sailors'
and Firemen's union to carry on a
month's campaign, which he commenc
ed on May Day, to enlist the support
of the transport workers.
The actual date of the strike will
be kept secret, as it was two years
ago, the giving of the signal being left
to Havelock Wilson, the president of
"But why Is Mr. Lobster so red of
the union; Edward McIIugh, M. P.: late? Surely he hasn't been caught
for
and Father Hopkins, and boiled?"
"Oh! it't the same thing. His wife
trustees of the union.

box.

The Brand New Idea in Smoking Tobacco

I

510 East Washington St., Portland, Ore.
"When my brother was one month old s
layer of scal;s or scabs began to form on
the top of his head.
The trouble began as a
rash.
The scales increased until several
layers thick. Tho crust
was thick and yellow
ils.
and looked to be all in
one piece but came off
in large scales.
His
hair came out in
bunches and baby became almost bald. His
scalp itched and burned so badly as to make
him cross and fretful.
"We used every remedy recommended by
our friends without success. Then we
started with the sample of Cutlcura Soap
and Ointment, washing his head good with
the Cuticura Soap and then applying the
Cutlcura Ointment. Before they were used
up we could see an improvement in his
condition and bought soino more. The
scales loosened and came off easily. In
about two months after we started to use
Cuticura Soap and Ointment the scales
had entirely disappeared and his hair
started to come in thickly. Cuticura Soap
and Ointment effected a complete cure."
(Signed) Miss Ella Ehrlich, Mar. 11, 1012.
Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment are
sold throughout the world. Liberal sample of
each mailed free, with 32-- p. Skin Book. Address post-car- d
"Cuticura, Dept.T, Boston."
-Tcnder-faced
men should use Cuticura
Soap Shaving Stick, 26c. Sample free.

It

P
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i price you like. You
can buy it m tin boxes
or glass jars you
can buy any "process'" you like. But
- if it isn't good tobacco to begin with
it will never be good.

10
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A

You can pay any

tin

PARTICULAR

Layer of Scales on Top of Head.
Crust Thick and Yellow. Almost
Bald.
Itched and Burned Badly.
Cross and Fretful. CuticuraSoap
and Ointment Effected Cure.

S. P. IT.
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bacco.
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lam aRentuckian,
Good

1913.

department which makes a specialty
of handling these dangerous contrivances. . After the fuse was removed
19
the powder was submitted to the Scot- ami Yard chemist, who, after a brief
the subexamination,
pronounced
stance as ordinary wheat ifoili', mixed
Jennie Did you send a poem to the
with lamp black. The woman was
then permitted to place the bomb as girl you were engaged to?
Jack Yes that was the trouble.
originally planned, but Scotland Yard
Jennie How so?
fears that the usefulness of Its agent
Jack She discovered that another
3 at, an end because she was shadow
fellow wrote it, and she married him.
ed to the yard by members of the W.

Some

smoking

VERY

MAY 21,

OmiCHES

grasp

tht- possiblities of thl3 counter stroke
and he refused to permit the levyin
of the demand. The collector stated
that the tax would have made no
small hole in the war chest of the

CAE

WEDNESDAY,

In Tins it

would cost you double

1.
203-- A

r&

i

A man living at
Auburn, New York,
'ii"nd
had a severe attack of kldne
bladder trouble.
a
forking
Being
man, net wanting to 'lose time, he

cured

himself completely by using
wemember what I ate, but
Foley Kidney pills. A year later he I l don't
an
had
awful dweam."
sayB: "It la a pleasure to report that
"What was It, old chap?"
the cure was permanent" His name
"I dweamed my valet went away
is J. A. Farmer. O. G. Schaefor and without
lacing my shoes."
Red Cross Drug Store.

And so on down the long list
of human, everyday questions.
You will find them all answered

in the pages of the modern, pro-

gressive newspaper.
People read advertising now

for instruction and information,
as wel! as for its "bargain" possibilities.

it

New ideas, new thoughts,

in-

spirations and suggestions constantly come to you if you take
advantage of the advertising
pages of this newspaper.
Don't neglect your ad
in
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

EIGHT

Regular dance at

1V6S
$1.50 Cans

50c Csns
70c Cans

Try a dram ot Old Taylor
bon at the Opera Bar. Adv.

75c Bottles

THERE IS NO LIE ON TOE LABEL
LYE

"THE KIND TIIAT'IS NOT

Highest In

IN THE CAN

FRUITS"

"HUNTS QUALITY

LYE-PEELE-

In Flavour

Quality-Delici- ous

Insist on "Hunts"

want the highest

if you

quality in canned fruits

At J. H. STEARNS
E. D, Raynolda,

Jefierson Raynolda, President.
Hailett Raynolda,
Vice President.

3. B, Davis, Vice

President.

H.

t.

made to order.
Phone Main 379

Cashier.
Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

F01U

TYTEWIUTER

JOSE

FERNANDEZ
ESCAPES
FROM THE STATE PENITENTIARY YESTERDAY

of ii. f.

mm

Nothing more pleasing than a box
LIGGETT'S
CHOCOLATES, for POPULAR YOUNG COUPLE SPRING
your GRADUATION GIFT, at MURA
SURPRISE
ON
THEIR
PHEY'S.
FRIENDS THIS AFTERNOON

OF LAS VEGAS,

Capital,

$100,000

N.

M

Surplus, and Undivided Profits J35.000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

f

'

merest Paid on Tims Deposits

COMMENCEMENT
BOOKS, LIGIn
GETT'S
CHOCOLATES
fancy
boxes, INITIAL PAPER AND CORCARDS at MURRESPONDENCE
PHEY'S.

Tomorrow evening at the

Elks'

home another of the informal dances
that are so popular with the antlered
folk will be given. This is the second

L

Af3 D

VJ

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
AND RETAIL

WHOLESALE

Main 21

Strawberries
Bananas
Apples
Grape Fruit
Oranges

Black

I
I

'

-

Tartarian Cherries, etc.

Lettuce
Radishes
Beets
Turnips
Carrots
Spinacji
Asparagus
Green Onions, etc.

i

t
ft

i
f

t
3

c

AT

Or

THE HOME OF THE BEST
EVERYTHING EATABLE

t
F
ir

THE GRAAF & HAYVARQ

CO. STORE

dance ftiat the new entertainment
committee, recently appointed, will
give. All Elks and their ladies are
cordiallly invited to attend.

This afternoon at 2 o'clock at the
home of Rev. Father Adrian Rabey-roli- e
occurred the wedding of Miss
Marguerite Rudulpk and Mr. Homer
F.

Tilton.

Father

Rabeyrolle

per-

K and E Waists, the best waist

partmetttsineafy reach foe letterheads,
second-sheeteavelopes.etc.
No drawees "to cottVct dirt sad ca&se
confusion. No ciumpled pzpeis ;mw-abl- e
.without lifting, to follow hg'ht;
taies up little room ; pms smf& space.
Come today and inspect it.
s,

Word was received here last evening by Santa Fe Officer F. II. Hill to
the effect that Jose M. Fernandez, a
life prisoner with a sentence of 90
years hanging over his head, had es

BHiut

STAND AND CAEtNEI

This azttnef&i cabinet meek Zeeisi

M.

All millinery must be sold by July caped from the state penitentiary at
first to close it out, regardless of Santa Fe. Fernandez was employed
in the brick plant at the penitentiary,
price or cost. Mrs. L. P. Wright.
and, with the assistance of his comLIGGETT'S CHOCOLATES FRESH rades, escaped by hiding in a car of
BOXED for the bricks. He placed himself in one
and ESPECIALLY
SWEET GIRL GRADUATE,. at MUR- corner of the car and his comrades
piled up bricks &o that he was hidden.
PHEY'S.
As soon as it was learned by the
at Santa Fe that the man had
The Ladies' Aid society of the First
Christian church will meet with Mrs. escaped, word was sent to all parts of
J. Council, 908 Third street, Thurs- the state. Fernandez was seen last
day afternoon at 2:30. All members at Lamy at about 5 o'clock yesterday
a.--e
evening, but no trace has yet been
requested to attend.
found of him. He escaped from the
A nice line of GIFT BOOKS at car by cutting through the Bide. This
was quick work on his part as it only
MURPHEY'S.
requires 50 minutes for the Santa Fe
The Catholic Ladies' Aid society train to make 'the trip from Santa Fe
will meet tomorrow evening at 8:15 to Lamy.
o'clock in the O. R. C. ball.
Word has been sent all over the
i;:te, and ft is expected that the conof COMMENCE- vict will be captured by tonight.
Big assortment
MENT BOOKS at MURPHEY'S.
Chief Coles and the local police are
working with Officer Hill in the hunt
The second hand concert of the for Fernandez.
season and the first one to be played
on the East side by the Greater Las
Vegas hand, will be given tonight at
the Hilsite park. The concert will MISSIIUGULFHOECOUS
start at 7:45 o'clock.

Paul Ferguson was arrested' last
night by Night Merchants' Policeman
for drunkenness
Terry McGovern
and disorder. When brought betore
Judge D. R. Murray this morning
Ferguson was assessed $10, which included the fine and the costs of the
case.

Ghl Art Steel

CONVICT

of

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

5c DISCOUNT
For a few days only
That your boy may have a
new suit for commencement.

The old type wooden type
wrrtindedcandtha little wooden labia ware only adaptations
fortha stenographer.

OFFICERS LOOKING

HE

FURNITURE

RGSENTHAL

Opposite the
EAST

00

m&r

AND

N.

Kit?

-

Y M. C. A.

LAST VECAS.

NEWMAN

CO-

made, the 50, 65 & 75c kind at

GREENBERGERl

M.

CHAVEZ

I

TO ALBUQUERQUE

BANTAMWEIGHT
THE
CLEVER
WILL MEET BATTLING CHICO
ON DECORATION DAY

Get Your New
SPRING MATTRESS

tAOATf.

Now

the mono Bar

Louis Newman and Benny Chavez
left this afternoon for Albuquerque
where Chavez will fight Battling Chico,
the Los Angeles bantam, on Decoration Day. Newman will return to Las
Vegas about June 10, to begin training for his fight with Kid Shaffer
that is is to be staged here on the
seventeenth of next month. All ar-

$6.O0 to SIO.OO in Price

The Best Medium Grade All Cotton Mattress Made

THE ELAINE FELTED COTTON

Our Leader at $12 .OO

The Equal of Any $15.00
ticles have been signed and the appearance money posted, so that now
to $18.00 Mattress on the
the contest is assured.
Market
Newman is confident that he will be
able to dispose of Shaffer, as he did
of Boyd. Under the conditions under
which the boys will fight both of them
u. dUIimOLU i GUI
will be in the best of shape when
Exclusive Local Agents
they enter the ring.
Benny Chavez, who received the
knockout dope in his last fight with
Chico, stated this afternoon that he
$150 will buy 2 good building lots on Tilden avenue.
would surprise the fans of Albuquer 3
$600 will buy 3 good building lot on Fifth street.
que on Decoration Day, and that he
$950 will buy 4 room adobe house on a good corner.
expects to come out the winner.
will buy nice 5 room frame house on 2 lots well Improved
$1300
J
Newman will act as Benny Cha
on Eighth street.
.
vez's sparring partner and will train
$1600 will buy modern frame house 5 rooms, 2 lots on Jackson
him for the match. These two boys,
street.
,
who have become winners
in their
$3250 will buy modern 6 room house, all improvements, includclass, are good workers and have aling furnace, on 2 lots on Fifth street.
ways given the fight fans all that was
$6250 will buy beautiful modern 8 room house; everything
to
enterin
them
the
of
way
coming
3 lots, best location on hill.
tainment. The local fans are greatly
VACANT AND IMPROVED, ALL SIZES, ALL PRICES.
interested in the coming bout between
WE CAN SUIT YOU
Shaffer and Newman, and one of the
TIIL INVESTMENT & AGENCY CORPORATION
largest local crowds that ever witnessed a boxing contest is expected
GEO. A. FLEMING, Manager.
603 Lincoln Ave. '
to see the go.

j.

I

formed the ceremony in the presence
of the relatives of the bride and a
few intimate friends of the couple.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie C. Witteu, brother-in-laand sister of the bride, acted
as attendants.
Mr. and Mrs. Tilton left this afternoon for El Porvenir where they will
spend the summer. They mude the
trip by automobile, accompanied by
Miss Marie Dunn of Gascon and WalBOOKS suitable for GRADUATION
lace Watson, who will return with
the machine early this evening. In GIFTS at MURPHEY'S.
the fall Mr. and Mrs. Tilton will come
to Las Vegas to reside.
The wedding
of Mr. Tilton and
Miss Rudulph will come as a surprise E
to their many frienas. Though it nas
been known for some time that the
couple were engaged, it was thought
the wedding would not occur until
fall. " They kept their plans secret
from even their
most itnimate
friends, who doubtlss will get a thrill
I
of surprise when they read this arti-

There will be a special meeting of
Ransford Chapter No. 2 O. E. S. Friday evening at 8 o'clock in Masonic Temple. A large class will be initiated, after which refreshments will
be served. All officers and members
are urged to be present. Visiting
members are cordially invited to at- cle.
Mrs. Tilton is the daughter, of Mrs.
tend. By order of the worthy matron.
M.
Emile
She
Secretary.
Rudulph of Las Vegas.
Agnes
Tripp,
was born and reared in San Miguel
county, and is one of the prettiest
girls in this part of New Mexico, beLord and Lady Bantock and retinue ing of a dark and petit style of
of 23 servants will arrive in Las Ve- beauty. Until recently Mrs. Tilton
New Mexico Normal
gas, May 27, from their home in Rut- attended the
landshire, Eng., and will spend a University.
short time here.
Mr. Tilton is a native of Massachusetts. He was born In Newton Jn
that state and grew to manhood
there. He is a graduate, of Amherst
We have arranged to keep our im- college. Before coming to New Mexiported Percheron stallion Argentonil co Mr. Tilton was engaged in busi34475 at the farm of 53. F. Hemlet cn ness in Massachusetts. Since coming
m!les from Las here he has been employed by the
the Mora road 2
Vegas. This stallion weighs near'y a state highway commission. For sevton when in show condition, sound eral months he was a reporter on
We are The Optic, and demonstrated that he
and a high class individual.
anxious to become
acquainted with is a talented newspaper man. The
the horse breeders and invite them to couple have not announced their
Inspect Argentenll at Mr. Hemler's plans after their return from their
farm as well as our breeding farm at
honeymoon in the mounOnava, where we have several other tains.
Percheron stallions for
registered
Terms very reasonable
service.
The Rohrer Land and Development
Light automobile lamps at 7:47
o'clock this evening.
Co.

AND CHILDREN'S. SUITS

Xtrafjootif make with trousers
cut full and lqose .and lined
throughout
--

A big line of APPROPRIATE
GRADUATION PRESENTS at MUR-

Finch's Golden Wedding nye, aged
in the wood. Direct from the distillery to you. At the L,otby, of course.

Iff

I SsteaiMoiioN

Bridge Street

i

A full line ot every age of the

LUDWIG Wm. ILFELD

CARDS AND PAPER for GRADUATION GIFTS at MUURPHEY'S.

INITIAL
PAPER and CORRESCARDS for GRADUAPONDENCE
TION GIFTS at MURPHEY'S.

NO

if'

tist church

STEAILNS' STORE
IS

line of both. Screens

CORRESPONDENCE

PHEY'S.

THERE

We have a complete

Bour-

The Ladies' Aid society of the Bapwill meet with Miss Booth
509 Eighth street, Thursday
afternoon at 2 o'clock.

'

ON BOYS

CHOC-

Eastern Star ladles will give a hall
June 11 at the armory. Music hy
Mrs. Siniison's five piece orchestra.

INITIAL

ii

and Screens

B. hail tonight.

LIGGETT'S GRADUATION
OLATES at MURPHEY'S.

CALIFORNIA
25c Cblps
35c Cevrvs

b

s4J1PFni A

Screen Doors

LOCAL NEWS

Good to stsxrt dinner
with, good to wind up
eny me J with

21, 1913.
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TAL BUTTER.
PASTEUrVIZED CREAM
ASK YOUR.

GROCER

SATISFIES
CRYSTAL CREAMERY Co
IT

I BAKERY GOODS
-

i

FROM

IS MADE

I

-

THE BEST THAT

."

1

..

CAN BE MADE

Belter Milk For a Better Town
We

a.re

head-

,

quarters for fresh

Vegetables
11

and
Fruits in Season

Our dairy will always stand the expert inspection required
cities.
modern
by

a

i

'ij

Our milk will always stand the acid test for drugs and the
Babcock test for cream quality.

Ring out the old mistaken methods.

STRAWBERRIES AND
CHERRIES

EVERY DAY

D. B. BOUCHER
PHONE

MAIN 4

and 21

Ring in the new correct ones.
1

Our dairy deserves your patronage.
Your family deserves our milk.

The Corbett Sanitary Dairy
South Pacific Street
Milking Time 4

Las Vegas, New Mex
A. M.

and 2 P. U.
11

